
From: Stephen Kramer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen Kramer
Alliance, OH 44601
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84FR35037

mailto:kramersr@mountunion.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Lopresti
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Lopresti
Johnstown, PA 15905

mailto:johnrlop2@atlanticbb.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carrie Watson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carrie Watson
Huntsville, TX 77340

mailto:hillcountrycarrie@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Duke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Duke
Midlothian, VA 23112

mailto:rdukelaw@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Javier Aguilar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Javier Aguilar
Urbana, IL 61802

mailto:jaag2000@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Terrie Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Terrie Williams
Vidor, TX 77662

mailto:yarddawg_1@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rose Reina Rosenbaum
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rose Reina Rosenbaum
Hillsborough, NJ 08844

mailto:rose@reina-rosenbaum.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Palafoutas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Palafoutas
Los Angeles, CA 90038

mailto:johnp@travelcts.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cornelia Teed
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cornelia Teed
Bellingham, WA 98225

mailto:joteed2000@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peter Sutherland
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peter Sutherland
Fort Ann, NY 12827

mailto:pwsutherland1@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Casino
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Casino
Hollywood, FL 33023

mailto:jcasino@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: juli van brown
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
juli van brown
Philadelphia, PA 19119

mailto:julirevb@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: angie heide
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
angie heide
Portland, OR 97214

mailto:angieheide@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janet Buda
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janet Buda
East Boston, MA 02128

mailto:janet.buda@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Melissa Ambrose
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Melissa Ambrose
San Francisco, CA 94110

mailto:melissambrose@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joy Rex
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joy Rex
Raton, NM 87740

mailto:j1rex@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marcy Gordon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marcy Gordon
Brooklyn, NY 11233

mailto:mgordon@pipeline.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James and Joan Tomczyk
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James and Joan Tomczyk
West Caldwell, NJ 07006

mailto:cnjwebtvnet@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Denise Hosta
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Denise Hosta
Fort Myers, FL 33913

mailto:mash.mojo88@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James R Swenson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James R Swenson
State College, PA 16803

mailto:jrswenson@prodigy.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Martin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Martin
El Cajon, CA 92021

mailto:linda@lindamartindesign.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peter Burval
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peter Burval
Hillside, NJ 07205

mailto:blacknova99@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy Currah
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy Currah
Casper, WY 82601

mailto:07112g@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janet Guthrie
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janet Guthrie
Aspen, CO 81612

mailto:89silverqueen@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elsa Petersen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elsa Petersen
Melbourne, FL 32940

mailto:tracksnrhythm@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bob Tures
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bob Tures
Flagstaff, AZ 86004

mailto:bobtures@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tess Fraad-Wolff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tess Fraad-Wolff
Ny, NY 10009

mailto:tessfraadwolff@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Austin Ellois
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Austin Ellois
Baton Rouge, LA 70817

mailto:austinellois202@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen May
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen May
Morehead, KY 40351

mailto:kmay567@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brian Moscatello
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brian Moscatello
Rio Grande, NJ 08242

mailto:b.moscatello@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lorna Strutt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lorna Strutt
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:lornazstrutt@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ryan Houlette
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ryan Houlette
Cambridge, MA 02140

mailto:houlette@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lisa LeBlanc
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lisa LeBlanc
Houston, TX 77063

mailto:1619austin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Clark
Provo, UT 84604

mailto:tutu1841@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thomas Libbey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thomas Libbey
Seattle, WA 98122

mailto:thomas_libbey@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Normand Dufresne
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Normand Dufresne
Pahoa, HI 96778

mailto:normandgorby@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Buddy Delegal
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Buddy Delegal
Gainesville, FL 32603

mailto:buddydelegal@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sheridan Donofrie
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sheridan Donofrie
Bolingbrook, IL 60440

mailto:sdonofrie@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chanda Unmack
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chanda Unmack
Santa Clara, CA 95050

mailto:te1eute@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jennetta Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennetta Clark
Detroit, MI 48235

mailto:jlctheretiree@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nettie Walker-O"Reggio
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nettie Walker-O'Reggio
Fort Mill, SC 29715

mailto:oreggio@comporium.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol W
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol W
Oxnard, CA 93035

mailto:carolinvan953@yahoo.ca
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Frank and Mary Jane Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Frank and Mary Jane Anderson
San Pedro, CA 90731

mailto:fbmjet@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamela Jiranek
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamela Jiranek
Earlysville, VA 22936

mailto:pjiranek@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susanna Askins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susanna Askins
Portland, OR 97230

mailto:tlknkr@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Arnold Gore
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Arnold Gore
Brooklyn, NY 11238

mailto:arnoldgore@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne ProudFire
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne ProudFire
Rochester, NY 14611

mailto:anne.bettysdaughter@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark White
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark White
Pittsburgh, PA 15216

mailto:saabson@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Riley Canada II
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Sincerely,
Riley Canada II
Marietta, GA 30064

mailto:rvcanada@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: K Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
K Lewis
Fox Lake, IL 60020

mailto:kevinglewis@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: s sachs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
s sachs
Wakefield, RI 02879

mailto:ssachs214@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Frances McClure
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

Since this proposal is for GTCC waste to be dumped at the Waste Control Specialists site in
Andrews County, Texas, while a study by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
has already shown that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste because of risk of
water contamination, to continue would result in immeasurable harm. This rule change seems
designed to allow inadequate disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

Please do not proceed with this rulemaking, but develop a safe solution for the handling and
disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Frances McClure
Oxford, OH 45056

mailto:mcclurfd@miamioh.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Kennedy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Kennedy
Chicago, IL 60614

mailto:kennedy.r@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: George Spagna
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
George Spagna
Ashland, VA 23005

mailto:gspagna@rmc.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: robert zeman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
robert zeman
islip terrace, NY 11752

mailto:robertz389@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: A G
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
A G
Richmond, VA 23220

mailto:backintime999@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Toland
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Toland
Franktown, CO 80116

mailto:smt200@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shelby L. Hood
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shelby L. Hood
Franklin, TN 37064

mailto:slh2l@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Arel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Arel
Dennis, MA 02638

mailto:arelpepe@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janet Isserlis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janet Isserlis
Providence, RI 02906

mailto:janet.isserlis@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Raleigh Brecht
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Raleigh Brecht
Garland, TX 75043

mailto:rbrecht.tx@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Montgomery
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Montgomery
Pottstown, PA 19465

mailto:wmontgmery@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Hedy Kolozsvary
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Hedy Kolozsvary
Menomonee Falls, WI 53051

mailto:fej@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jenny Sowell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jenny Sowell
Bozeman, MT 59718

mailto:sowell_3@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sara Brandon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sara Brandon
Oakland, CA 94610

mailto:sarabrandon3@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeremy Rossman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Rossman
Northbrook, IL 60062

mailto:jeremysrossman@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edwin Schmidtke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edwin Schmidtke
Portland, OR 97217

mailto:nedsuz@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Meya Law
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Meya Law
Forestville, MD 20747

mailto:zardiva1@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michelle Ku
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michelle Ku
Denver, CO 80230

mailto:michelle_ku@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dorothy Nelson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dorothy Nelson
Simi Valley, CA 93065

mailto:dnelson1957@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Roxanne Warren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Roxanne Warren
New York, NY 10025

mailto:rwarchitectsv42@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Meredith West
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Meredith West
Chicago, IL 60622

mailto:mawest06@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Wallace Pfeifer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Wallace Pfeifer
Roselle, IL 60172

mailto:dpfeifer@ix.netcom.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lois White
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lois White
Grants Pass, OR 97527

mailto:loeyw1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sandra Uribe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandra Uribe
Palmyra, VA 22963

mailto:viajera.uribe18@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ed Louchard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ed Louchard
Port Townsend, WA 98368

mailto:edlouchard@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sally Gillette
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sally Gillette
Portland, OR 97223

mailto:salarlene@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donald Leisman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donald Leisman
Concord, NH 03301

mailto:dleisman1@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: E P
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:04:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
E P
Talmage, CA 95481

mailto:liz1952@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debbie Brawner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debbie Brawner
Nashville, TN 37211

mailto:debbrawner@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Hardip Bakshi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Hardip Bakshi
Rockville, MD 20850

mailto:bhardip@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kevin Partington
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kevin Partington
Saint Paul, MN 55124

mailto:kparting@alumni.nd.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Boy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Boy
Kennewick, WA 99338

mailto:boyohboy41@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jane Ahearne
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jane Ahearne
New York, NY 10014

mailto:jca7103@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Waldo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Waldo
Ogden, UT 84405

mailto:richardwaldo83@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Justin Small
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Justin Small
Westfield, MA 01085

mailto:jsmall1019@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Miller
Homer, AK 99603

mailto:scottysusan@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Carroll
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” Yet this proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years), and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is far less than ideal for disposal of radioactive
waste because of the serious risk it poses of water contamination. Yet this proposed rule
change seems designed to allow inadequate disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe alternative solution for
the handling and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Carroll
Chicago, IL 60614

mailto:mcarroll2716@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Scharf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Scharf
Martinsville, NJ 08836

mailto:njtaichiman@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: david holmes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
david holmes
w palm beach, FL 33407

mailto:dhpbi@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marybeth Rice
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marybeth Rice
Berkeley, CA 94708

mailto:mbirdancer@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Shively
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Shively
Snohomish, WA 98296

mailto:dashive@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Oberdorf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Oberdorf
Tamarac, FL 33319

mailto:roberdorf@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Houdashelt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:03:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Houdashelt
Fort Collins, CO 80521

mailto:mark.houdashelt@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Irving Lee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:00:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Irving Lee
New York, NY 10002

mailto:chinoche1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Katherine Castro
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:55:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Katherine Castro
Kearny, NJ 07032

mailto:kmcastro@mail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gavin Needler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:48:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gavin Needler
Muncie, IN 47302

mailto:guneedler@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Martin Bernstein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:42:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Martin Bernstein
Chicago, IL 60609

mailto:martin@martinbernstein.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Harli Rabow
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:37:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Harli Rabow
San Jose, CA 95129

mailto:harli4@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:31:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen Anderson
Spring Lake, MI 49456

mailto:keanderson17@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Clearwater
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:31:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Clearwater
Oakland, CA 94618

mailto:mark.clearwater@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tracey Roizman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:24:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tracey Roizman
Asheville, NC 28801

mailto:traceyroizmandc@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Steele
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:17:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Steele
Spokane, WA 99203

mailto:steele@cdr.stanford.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Sparks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:15:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Sparks
Eugene, OR 97405

mailto:fuzzyedges@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Wilkinson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:12:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Wilkinson
Long Beach, CA 90808

mailto:dandub@gte.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ina Claire Gabler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:08:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ina Claire Gabler
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

mailto:icgabler@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Walter Brown
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:07:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Walter Brown
Roseville, CA 95661

mailto:waltgoldenbrown@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brandon Kozak
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:07:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brandon Kozak
Edwardsville, IL 62025

mailto:bkozak1@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gary Althen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:07:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gary Althen
Mesa, AZ 85208

mailto:glalthen@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margaret Needham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:05:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margaret Needham
East Brunswick, NJ 08816

mailto:peggyneedham@sympatico.ca
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steven Zimmerman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steven Zimmerman
Pine Grove, PA 17963

mailto:szimmerman249@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debra Harris
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debra Harris
Skokie, IL 60076

mailto:dharris0220@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tony McGaffey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tony McGaffey
Alvin, TX 77511

mailto:almc@mcgaffey.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: thomas thompson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
thomas thompson
Sarasota, FL 34235

mailto:etrans743@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy D"Angelo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy D'Angelo
Center Moriches, NY 11934

mailto:ndpeace@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Markillie
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Markillie
Grand Blanc, MI 48439

mailto:barney0331@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leona Klerer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leona Klerer
Stamford, CT 06902

mailto:leona@klerer.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Kunkel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Kunkel
Midlothian, VA 23114

mailto:ckunkel2000@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jan Friel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jan Friel
Fullerton, CA 92831

mailto:jefrielccis@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Penny Altman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Penny Altman
Sharon, MA 02067

mailto:pfa7345@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James Whaley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James Whaley
Oklahoma City, OK 73132

mailto:jw20004@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Faith Ozan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Faith Ozan
Crestline, CA 92325

mailto:faith.ozan@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jason Phelps
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jason Phelps
Detroit, MI 48234

mailto:marchellephelps@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Eisenberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Eisenberg
Raleigh, NC 27613

mailto:mikeeeisen@zoho.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Emily Blank
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 12:00:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Emily Blank
Mount Rainier, MD 20712

mailto:emilyblank@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Saphira Rain
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:59 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Saphira Rain
Raytown, MO 64133

mailto:saphira1@peoplepc.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andrea Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andrea Taylor
New York, NY 10156

mailto:ataylor125@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Paleias
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Paleias
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33308

mailto:swordbrush@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amy Fried
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amy Fried
Freehold, NJ 07728

mailto:amyfried@ymail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Plancich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:56 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Plancich
Shoreline, WA 98155

mailto:tweet@seanet.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shannon Teel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:54 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shannon Teel
Charlotte, NC 28277

mailto:shannonteel.7@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rosemary Cogan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:54 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rosemary Cogan
Lubbock, TX 79411

mailto:rcogan1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jan Salas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:52 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jan Salas
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

mailto:jancsalas4@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brian Meadows
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:51 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brian Meadows
Clarkrange, TN 38553

mailto:anglohebraicus@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Homola
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:49 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Homola
Crystal Lake, IL 60014

mailto:jhomola@hartmannelectric.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Ford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:47 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Ford
East Nassau, NY 12062

mailto:fords208@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Vicki Ferguson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:43 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Vicki Ferguson
Takoma Park, MD 20912

mailto:vickilynnferguson@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jane Wilson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:42 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jane Wilson
Arcata, CA 95521

mailto:jainilei@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Colarulli
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:38 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Colarulli
Lake Worth, FL 33467

mailto:john.colarulli@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alicia Cruz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:37 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alicia Cruz
New York, NY 10022

mailto:aliciajcruz@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John W. Barto
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:29 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John W. Barto
Pittsfield, NH 03263

mailto:jwbarto@metrocast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alan Peterson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:28 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alan Peterson
Willow Street, PA 17584

mailto:aspeters@lghealth.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: jack young
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:25 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
jack young
97217, OR 97217

mailto:jack@jackyounggolf.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron Geida
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:24 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron Geida
Fort Worth, TX 76107

mailto:rongeida@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: WILLIAM KRAUSE
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:24 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM KRAUSE
HOUSTON, TX 77077

mailto:WDKRAUSE@GMAIL.COM
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Victoria Behar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:22 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Victoria Behar
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360

mailto:vrbehar@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: George Works
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:21 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
George Works
Reston, VA 20191

mailto:worksg@hughes.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Walton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:19 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Walton
Gualala, CA 95445

mailto:jwtqn@sonic.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dennis Koehler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:12 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dennis Koehler
Pueblo, CO 81004

mailto:den_koehler@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jennifer Yamamoto
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:11 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Yamamoto
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

mailto:terryandjen@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Martha M. Wilson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:08 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Martha M. Wilson
Van Buren Twp, MI 48111

mailto:marty.wilson@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Doug Cecere
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:08 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Doug Cecere
Fort Collins, CO 80525

mailto:dougcecere@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kurt Miron
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:08 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kurt Miron
Marquette, MI 49855

mailto:molinoman@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Hugh Peach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:04 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Hugh Peach
Beaverton, OR 97006

mailto:hgp@adapt.global
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathryn Samuelson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:03 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Samuelson
White River Junction, VT 05001

mailto:klsamuelson1522@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pela Tomasello
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:03 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pela Tomasello
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

mailto:p_tomasello@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andrea Zajac
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:02 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andrea Zajac
Williamston, MI 48895

mailto:zajacanma@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Yves Decargouet
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:00 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Yves Decargouet
Lucerne, CA 95458

mailto:countzero100@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bryn Frederickson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:00 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bryn Frederickson
Landenberg, PA 19350

mailto:brynfrederickson@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mar Carr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:59:00 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mar Carr
College Point, NY 11358

mailto:mtcarrera@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jean Ames
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:59 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jean Ames
Front Royal, VA 22630

mailto:sundaralyn@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Wise
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Wise
Blue Bell, PA 19422

mailto:chuckyxchess@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Leitner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:56 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Leitner
Shrub Oak, NY 10588

mailto:joel@joelleitner.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Ferguson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:56 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Ferguson
Bloomington, IN 47401

mailto:scottjferguson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Liss
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:56 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Liss
Brookfield, IL 60513

mailto:mliss@freeborn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: micki bailes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:55 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
micki bailes
elpaso, TX 79912

mailto:bmildred7@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jessica Sohi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:52 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jessica Sohi
Atascadero, CA 93422

mailto:jsohi@hieatascadero.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: LJ Ruede
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:50 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
LJ Ruede
Fort Worth, TX 76133

mailto:lruede@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: a. lane
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:48 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
a. lane
fremont, CA 94536

mailto:apryl@netapp.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lawrence Nader
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:48 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Nader
Canonsburg, PA 15317

mailto:layr1@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Hittel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:48 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Hittel
New York, NY 10024

mailto:susanannh@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Salvatore Privitera
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:46 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Salvatore Privitera
Rochester, NY 14606

mailto:sampriv@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gerard Ridella
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:43 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gerard Ridella
Castro Valley, CA 94546

mailto:garidella@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Chelmecki
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:42 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Chelmecki
Elburn, IL 60119

mailto:patchel@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Aileen McEvoy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:41 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Aileen McEvoy
Waverly, NY 14892

mailto:dudeob321@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cynthia Baker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:38 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cynthia Baker
Manito, IL 61546

mailto:cbaker@casscomm.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Ostro
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:35 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Ostro
Oakland, CA 94611

mailto:lostro@pacbell.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:34 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Taylor
Lake Forest, IL 60045

mailto:elizbtaylor@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cindy Campbell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:32 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cindy Campbell
Arlington, MA 02474

mailto:ccampb24@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barry Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:30 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barry Smith
Brooklyn, NY 11230

mailto:barrysmith796@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joanne Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:30 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joanne Williams
Highland Park, NJ 08904

mailto:jowwms@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Kobler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:27 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Kobler
Denton, TX 76209

mailto:lkobler@twu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sarah Adrian
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:26 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sarah Adrian
Lathrup Village, MI 48076

mailto:sarah_drn@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bart Ryan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:23 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bart Ryan
Waltham, MA 02453

mailto:bartryan44@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rich Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:23 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rich Williams
Maryland Heights, MO 63043

mailto:richw954@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eugene Gualco
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:21 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eugene Gualco
Sacramento, CA 05864

mailto:edgu@surewest.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steve Perkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:20 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steve Perkins
Huntsville, AL 35803

mailto:steve.perkins@hsvcity.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Blatnik
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:15 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Blatnik
Cliffside Park, NJ 07010

mailto:lblatnik1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margaret Silver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:15 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margaret Silver
Atlantic Beach Duval Coun, FL 32233

mailto:cattleya@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Green
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:15 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Green
Alhambra, CA 91803

mailto:eshu21@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Lynch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:14 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Lynch
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

mailto:susanlynch17@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ricki Walsh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:10 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ricki Walsh
Ocean Shores, WA 98569

mailto:livingtoforgive@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Erin Enger
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:06 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Erin Enger
Minneapolis, MN 55428

mailto:erin.enger@allina.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laura Sholtz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:03 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laura Sholtz
Exeter, ME 04435

mailto:laurasremedies@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: freddie sumilhig
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:58:01 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
freddie sumilhig
Yuba City, CA 95991

mailto:fasumilhig@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alan Brown
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:59 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alan Brown
New York, NY 10024

mailto:alanbrown3584@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: pat mace
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:57 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
pat mace
hanover, PA 17331

mailto:patwithcats@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron Silver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:57 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron Silver
Atlantic Beach, FL 32233

mailto:rhinopias@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tony Vega
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:55 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tony Vega
CAMPBELL, CA 95008

mailto:javega2007@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jarryd Audette
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:54 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jarryd Audette
Underhill, VT 05489

mailto:jrod3412@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: ESTHER MARTINEZ
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:53 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
ESTHER MARTINEZ
Bastrop, TX 78602

mailto:martest11@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Timothy Larkin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:52 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Timothy Larkin
San Francisco, CA 94109

mailto:flybearsf@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donna Pope
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:46 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donna Pope
Tampa, FL 33629

mailto:donnapope_relo@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thomas Tedesco
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:45 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thomas Tedesco
LOs Angeles, CA 90006

mailto:thomastedesco@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nelly Case
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:44 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nelly Case
Los Alamos, NM 87544

mailto:casenm@potsdam.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gene Hiegel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:44 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gene Hiegel
Fullerton, CA 92831

mailto:ghiegel@fullerton.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barry Shook
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:40 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barry Shook
Anderson, IN 46013

mailto:basshook56@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Theresa Pretlow
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:40 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Theresa Pretlow
Cleveland, OH 44106

mailto:tpp3@case.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Melvin sheets
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:37 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Melvin sheets
New Brighton, PA 15066

mailto:melsheets1896@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: V V
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:35 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
V V
Brooklyn, NY 11235

mailto:valerieaminova@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Ellen Campion
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:33 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Ellen Campion
Westfield, NJ 07090

mailto:maryecamp@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jace Mande
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:31 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jace Mande
Las Vegas, NV 89135

mailto:jace@casinojobcenter.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marcy Deane
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:26 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marcy Deane
Berkeley, CA 94702

mailto:marcydeane@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Holden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:22 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Holden
Buckland, MA 01338

mailto:j@johnholden.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diana Bain
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:22 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, ONLY deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to
humanity. The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via
shallow burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transporting GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you NOT to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the
handling and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diana Bain
Bridport, VT 05734

mailto:cdbain@gmavt.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gabriel Fidler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:11 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gabriel Fidler
Maryville, TN 37804

mailto:gabrielfidler@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Cole
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:08 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Cole
Omaha, NE 68154

mailto:ccole7@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Annaloa Hilmarsdottir
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:05 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Annaloa Hilmarsdottir
Chacewater, IL 62314

mailto:annaloa_hilmarsdottir@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy Strong
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:57:01 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy Strong
Winter Springs, FL 32708

mailto:croagette@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Odile Ayral
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:57 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Odile Ayral
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405

mailto:oayral@calpoly.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Glenn Hufnagel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:55 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Glenn Hufnagel
Buffalo, NY 14215

mailto:gphufnagel@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris P. Mooney
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:52 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris P. Mooney
Woodbury, CT 06798

mailto:cmooney5@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Soares
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:52 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Soares
Pollock Pines, CA 95726

mailto:vidro_de_color@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janice Schroeder
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:50 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janice Schroeder
Berkeley, CA 94702

mailto:janicejimschroeder@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Louis Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:44 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Louis Smith
Mount Pleasant, SC 29464

mailto:louiss@gofrs.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jon Singleton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:42 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jon Singleton
New York, NY 10118

mailto:photoniqueer@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Meehan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:37 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Meehan
Los Angeles, CA 90035

mailto:marymmeehan@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jo Ann Herr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:37 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jo Ann Herr
Oakland, CA 94602

mailto:hikeherr7@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Gibson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:35 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Gibson
Saint Albans, WV 25177

mailto:scott.c.gibson@wv.gov
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Chase
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:31 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Chase
Memphis, TN 38103

mailto:jpchase@visible.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Terri Resley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:26 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Terri Resley
Longmont, CO 80503

mailto:trresley@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lawrence Kegeles
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:25 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lawrence Kegeles
New York, NY 10025

mailto:lsk5@columbia.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lee Stanley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:15 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lee Stanley
Bethlehem, PA 18017

mailto:ljs4@lehigh.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Heasley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:14 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Heasley
Sturbridge, MA 01566

mailto:jackare1933@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Phil Runkel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:56:01 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Phil Runkel
Waukesha, WI 53186

mailto:phil.runkel@marquette.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ann Sandritter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ann Sandritter
Old Bridge, NJ 08857

mailto:asndrttr@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gwendolyn Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:58 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gwendolyn Miller
Woodbridge, VA 22191

mailto:fredbeardmiller@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Katherine Ransier
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:56 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Katherine Ransier
Oakland, OR 97462

mailto:kransier@oregontractor.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Zahn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:49 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Zahn
Omaha, NE 68116

mailto:tnczahn@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janice Brown
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:40 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janice Brown
Englewood, CO 80110

mailto:stargazejb@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eric Potter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:36 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eric Potter
West Chester, PA 19380

mailto:pachy_boy@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Curran
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:32 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Curran
Forest Hills, NY 11375

mailto:christopherlcurran@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Al Krause
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:32 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Al Krause
New York, NY 10025

mailto:akguiness@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dave Ogilvie
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:30 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dave Ogilvie
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

mailto:dogilvie543@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eliot Kaplan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:27 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eliot Kaplan
Seattle, WA 98112

mailto:eliot@joslan.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bernard Lieber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:14 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bernard Lieber
Jericho, NY 11753

mailto:bernbaruchl25@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Julie Bush
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:55:00 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Julie Bush
Corpus Christi, TX 78414

mailto:bushjulie92@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Harrison
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:54:55 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Harrison
Midland Park, NJ 07432

mailto:michael@westprintny.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy Bogen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:54:48 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy Bogen
New York, NY 10014

mailto:nancyrbogen@cs.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jamie Thomas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 11:54:38 AM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jamie Thomas
Middleburg, FL 32068

mailto:jamiedt2003@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael G
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael G
Rathdrum, ID 83858

mailto:mike_love5@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Milo Gordon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Milo Gordon
Rathdrum, ID 83858

mailto:milogordon@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lois Enochs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lois Enochs
Bloominton, IN 47401

mailto:jjeen54@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ann Friedman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ann Friedman
Taylor, TX 76574

mailto:annfriedman83@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margaret Singleton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margaret Singleton
San Diego, CA 92106

mailto:maggies2@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eric Mattei
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eric Mattei
West Hills, CA 91304

mailto:ericmattei@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Pan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Pan
Alexandria, VA 22312

mailto:71pan@cua.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marcy Wasinski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marcy Wasinski
Valparaiso, IN 46383

mailto:dunelanddog@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Sokolsky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Sokolsky
Walnut Creek, CA 94595

mailto:esthersfolks@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christine Christopher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christine Christopher
Miller Place, NY 11764

mailto:christinecp@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deb H Cookingham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deb H Cookingham
Silver City, NM 88061

mailto:novem1965@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John A Beavers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John A Beavers
Chicago, IL 60625

mailto:beavgodzilla@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lowell Palm
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lowell Palm
Washington Court House, OH 43160

mailto:evrettbgo@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Scott
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Scott
Bellingham, WA 98226

mailto:scottytravels7@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alys Hay
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alys Hay
Windsor, CA 95492

mailto:ahayesq@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Bell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Bell
Decatur, GA 30030

mailto:wsilab@langate.gsu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jerry Wambach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jerry Wambach
Bemidji, MN 56601

mailto:gwambach@paulbunyan.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Denise White
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Denise White
Lewis, KS 67552

mailto:denisebpw@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Felicia Case
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Felicia Case
Encino, CA 91436

mailto:bdlmnia@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christopher Dowling
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christopher Dowling
Marfa, TX 79843

mailto:cod188@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: M Strimbu
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” 

This proposed rulemaking would upend established principles regarding the safe handling and
disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors,
transuranic wastes (which take much longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years)
and other types of nuclear waste. For this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that
this waste is not a threat to humanity. The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and
allow it to be disposed of via shallow burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
M Strimbu
Homewood, IL 60430

mailto:mjstrimbu@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mike Gatton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mike Gatton
Breese, IL 62230

mailto:mikeyguard2000-fidget@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Denise Mayosky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Denise Mayosky
Milpitas, CA 95035

mailto:dizzydsfunnies@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Kanter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Kanter
Lithia, FL 33547

mailto:ljkanter@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elsbeth Meier
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elsbeth Meier
Rodeo, CA 94572

mailto:rolmaster@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Friedman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Friedman
El Sobrante, CA 94803

mailto:mikefrdman@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeff Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeff Clark
Santa Fe, NM 87504

mailto:jeff.clark@sjc.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leah Berman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leah Berman
Aptos, CA 95003

mailto:mysofteyes@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alec Wysoker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alec Wysoker
Cambridge, MA 02139

mailto:alecw@pobox.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Welch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Welch
El Paso, TX 79922

mailto:obscuredjinn@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nicholas Bridgett
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nicholas Bridgett
Champaign, IL 61821

mailto:nicbridgett@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Phyllis Newburn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Phyllis Newburn
Jackson, TN 38301

mailto:pjnsudz@mac.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brian Ainsley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brian Ainsley
Altamonte Springs, FL 32714

mailto:brian.ainsley@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Coleman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Coleman
Charlottesville, VA 22902

mailto:bscivy@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peggy Tileston
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peggy Tileston
Philadelphia, PA 19119

mailto:ptileston@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karl Feller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karl Feller
HARRISON, OH 45030

mailto:karfel3@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lorena Perez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lorena Perez
Dublin, CA 94568

mailto:saclore@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark White
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark White
Pittsburgh, PA 15216

mailto:saabson@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: M Metz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
M Metz
The Villages, FL 32162

mailto:mamtz5000@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Fullerton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Of course, if you want to bury it under the property of your damn commissioners, I have no
objection.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Fullerton
Winston Salem, NC 27103

mailto:rsfullerton@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sibrina Russell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sibrina Russell
Ashland City, TN 37015

mailto:sibrinar@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shirley Ternes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shirley Ternes
Elyria, OH 44035

mailto:ternes@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rachel Frith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rachel Frith
Grand Rapids, MI 49548

mailto:rmfrith@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nick Berezansky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I am completely opposed the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow
near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nick Berezansky
Ridgewood, NJ 07450

mailto:pigboy@dotswillecho.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Kolibaba
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s
(NRC) proposal to allow near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

In addition, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rule making and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration in this vital matter.

Sincerely,
Michael Kolibaba
Portland, OR 97212

mailto:radauti@hevanet.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elliott Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elliott Taylor
Cornelius, OR 97113

mailto:eldritchspicer@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Layden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste. This can easily end up impacting
anyone living nearby - especially children.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Layden
Seatac, WA 98188

mailto:patricialayden@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lori Bacon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lori Bacon
Florissant, MO 63031

mailto:lorib2234@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jennifer Arnold
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Arnold
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064

mailto:jen_arnold_dc@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Adam Flogel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Adam Flogel
Mount Pleasant, WI 53406

mailto:aflogel@uwalumni.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kay Schaser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kay Schaser
Eureka, CA 95501

mailto:bkshaz@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mike Love
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mike Love
Rathdrum, ID 83858

mailto:beachboy85@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joseph Corbett
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joseph Corbett
Chepachet, RI 02814

mailto:asclepios@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Harris
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste. I believe the proposed rule change
does not support the health and welfare of our citizens.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Harris
Cleveland, NY 13042

mailto:pharris315@cnyconnect.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leta Thomas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leta Thomas
La Quinta, CA 92253

mailto:westscotlq@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: JL Angell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
JL Angell
Rescue, CA 95672

mailto:jangell@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edwina White
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edwina White
Sacramento, CA 95811

mailto:edwinawhite88@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lucy Hansen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lucy Hansen
Tipton, IA 52772

mailto:sandbur@netins.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ian Shelley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ian Shelley
Portland, OR 97225

mailto:ianjs@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elise Ford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elise Ford
Pittsburgh, PA 15232

mailto:edwithro@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gary Lepore
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gary Lepore
Stevensville, MD 21666

mailto:glepore1@atlanticbb.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Catherine keys
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Catherine keys
Medford, OR 97501

mailto:valkate@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gary Holcomb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gary Holcomb
Albuquerque, NM 87111

mailto:gary.holcomb@huskers.unl.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edward REICHMAN
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edward REICHMAN
Maplewood, NJ 07040

mailto:reichman@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amanda Smock
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amanda Smock
Brooklyn, NY 11216

mailto:addiesmock@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Terry Friedman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Terry Friedman
Montvale, NJ 07645

mailto:terry.belnay@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Connie Gifford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Connie Gifford
New Meadows, ID 83654

mailto:cjgifford46@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen K Becker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen K Becker
Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082

mailto:kk28becker@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shelley Love
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shelley Love
Rathdrum, ID 83858

mailto:bluebell85@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kristin Anthony
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kristin Anthony
Missouri City, TX 77489

mailto:kanthony1@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Yvonne Hansen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly and fervently oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to
allow near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. People in Andrews County and elsewhere drink water
every day! This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate disposal of this waste through
shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them. Including Austin, the capitol of Texas where such toxic freight passes by.
Accidents do happen, often, on IH35.

I strongly urge you to halt immediately this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the
handling and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Yvonne Hansen
Austin, TX 78745

mailto:yvonnehanseninaustin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Scott Species
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Scott Species
Seattle, WA 98101

mailto:sspecies@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edward Hubbard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edward Hubbard
Madison, WI 53705

mailto:edhubbard@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elaine Larson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elaine Larson
Sonoma, CA 95476

mailto:elainelars@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elak Swindell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elak Swindell
Waynesboro, GA 30830

mailto:phaota@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nina French
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nina French
Seattle, WA 98178

mailto:snowflakeschance@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jamie Shultz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jamie Shultz
Morgantown, WV 26508

mailto:hadleys1@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eileen ODonnell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eileen ODonnell
Clinton, CT 06413

mailto:ejodonnell@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elisabeth Jakab
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elisabeth Jakab
New York, NY 10024

mailto:eamj1@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ricardo Cottrell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ricardo Cottrell
Honolulu, HI 96815

mailto:hjarten@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Julian Cole
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

It has become clear over decades that corporate irresponsibility knows no bounds. I urge you
not to proceed with this rulemaking but rather to develop a safe solution for the handling and
disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Julian Cole
Concord, MA 01742

mailto:jcole@jcsolutions.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leah Berman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leah Berman
Aptos, CA 95003

mailto:mysofteyes@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sue King
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sue King
Pleasanton, CA 94588

mailto:sdk831@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Natasha Brenner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Natasha Brenner
New York, NY 10002

mailto:2brenners@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donald Karoski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donald Karoski
San Jose, CA 95129

mailto:donor31789@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Kuhr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Kuhr
West Bloomfield, MI 48322

mailto:ctkuhr@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joy Kroeger-Mappes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joy Kroeger-Mappes
Frostburg, MD 21532

mailto:jkroeger@frostburg.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rebecca Bielefield
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Bielefield
Hebron, CT 06248

mailto:rebeccabielefield@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edward Mills
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edward Mills
Bellevue, WA 98008

mailto:edward@kidem.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathleen Kinzler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Kinzler
San Antonio, TX 78253

mailto:krmass@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Gauntt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Gauntt
Bensalem, PA 19020

mailto:lindy1255@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maureen Peterson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maureen Peterson
South Pasadena, FL 33707

mailto:moepeterson14@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sherry Abts
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sherry Abts
Ely, MN 55731

mailto:birdingabts@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: glen deardorff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
glen deardorff
Castro Valley, CA 94546

mailto:guitarride@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Todd Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Todd Clark
Indianapolis, IN 46219

mailto:tbradyclark@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christa Neuber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christa Neuber
W. Hollywood, CA 90069

mailto:seamusminnie@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Herzog
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

This affects us all - including your family and loved ones!

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Herzog
Sun Lakes, AZ 85248

mailto:rherzog04@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Matthew Bolles
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Matthew Bolles
Jamestown, RI 02835

mailto:mbolles@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Russell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Russell
Santa Paula, CA 93060

mailto:cardcat57@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy Cushwa
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy Cushwa
Portland, OR 97217

mailto:tenwa@jps.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Gabbert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Gabbert
Sulphur Springs, TX 75482

mailto:barbarathepink@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Don Crozier
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Don Crozier
OFallon, MO 63366

mailto:doncrozier@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jay Korinek
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jay Korinek
DEARBORN, MI 48120

mailto:jbkorinek@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ann Borsdorf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ann Borsdorf
Pompton Plains, NJ 07444

mailto:borsdorfann@optonline.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Matthew Reardon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Matthew Reardon
Medford, MA 02155

mailto:matthew.reardon@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ralph Litwin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

Are you crazy, corrupt or both? I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s
(NRC) proposal to allow near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ralph Litwin
Mendham, NJ 07945

mailto:rhlitwin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: AManda Flagle
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
AManda Flagle
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055

mailto:aflagle@messiah.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margot Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I STRONGLY oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow
near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margot Anderson
Davis, CA 95616

mailto:margot.andersonla@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Melinda Richards
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Melinda Richards
Spring Hill, FL 34610

mailto:mindela.richards@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Trupin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Trupin
Marshfield, VT 05658

mailto:ktrupin@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen Cotterell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen Cotterell
New York, NY 10012

mailto:karenjcotterell@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bobby Franklin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bobby Franklin
Lesterville, MO 63654

mailto:obobo5@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Henling
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Henling
Seattle, WA 98107

mailto:dhenling@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carole Rosen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carole Rosen
Guttenberg, NJ 07093

mailto:carolerosen1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joanna Welch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joanna Welch
Eureka, CA 95501

mailto:jfwelch22@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Wesley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Wesley
Ithaca, NY 14850

mailto:frw2@cornell.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathleen Bentley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Bentley
Parkville, MD 21234

mailto:kbentley@sagallaw.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robin Terry
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robin Terry
Tucson, AZ 85736

mailto:robinterry464@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laraine Lebron
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laraine Lebron
Utica Oneida County, NY 13502

mailto:lstarwood1@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Kate Rittmann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Kate Rittmann
Orinda, CA 94563

mailto:krittmann@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alan Gonzalez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alan Gonzalez
Minneapolis, MN 55417

mailto:alangonzalez705@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Martin Horwitz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Martin Horwitz
San Francisco, CA 94122

mailto:martin7ahorwitz@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Claudette Hills
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Claudette Hills
Brookings, OR 97415

mailto:claudettehills@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dona Ward
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dona Ward
Eugene, OR 97403

mailto:dandrward@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thom Lufkin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thom Lufkin
Olympia, WA 98501

mailto:thomlufkin@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debbie Blair
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debbie Blair
Boca Raton, FL 33428

mailto:debbiesblair@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathy Sparks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathy Sparks
Issaquah, WA 98027

mailto:kathysparks@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: SUSAN PEIRCE
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
SUSAN PEIRCE
Santa Fe, NM 87506

mailto:speirce@prodigy.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Russell Wolf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Russell Wolf
West Babylon, NY 11704

mailto:russellwwolf@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kim Parish
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kim Parish
Yellow Springs, OH 45387

mailto:ksparish48@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Riley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Riley
Sparta, NJ 07871

mailto:rileypw@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joan Victor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joan Victor
New York, NY 10075

mailto:jbvictor2@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: ronald mizera
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
ronald mizera
Niles, IL 60714

mailto:ron7081@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lacey Hicks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lacey Hicks
Fremont, CA 94536

mailto:laceyhicks@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ruth A Adams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ruth A Adams
West Milford, NJ 07480

mailto:mhsmediaruth@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Enrico Aquino
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Enrico Aquino
Ann Arbor, MI 48105

mailto:emaq@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brian Luster
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brian Luster
Saint Petersburg, FL 33704

mailto:lusterbr@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: john Chard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
john Chard
Brattleboro, VT 05301

mailto:chard@sover.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Walter Klockenbrink
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Walter Klockenbrink
Nixa, MO 65714

mailto:nalyticalman@cebridge.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Frank Graves
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Frank Graves
deerfield beach, FL 33441

mailto:gravyinmex@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron Tragni
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron Tragni
Frisco, TX 75036

mailto:ratgin2k@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margaret Blechman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margaret Blechman
Washington, DC 20024

mailto:pjblechman@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Russo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Russo
Madison, WI 53717

mailto:russo.biker@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bert Barry
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bert Barry
Saint Louis, MO 63122

mailto:bert.barry@slu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sandra Naidich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandra Naidich
Brooklyn, NY 11215

mailto:kimera23@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thomas Gardner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thomas Gardner
Ames, IA 50014

mailto:gardners3@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jennifer Hall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Hall
Greeneville, TN 37745

mailto:solitarydragon77@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Sices
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Sices
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

mailto:david.sices@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamela Harper-Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamela Harper-Smith
College Station, TX 77840

mailto:shkp@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: m leach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
m leach
waterboro, ME 04030

mailto:leachm99@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kevin Silvey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kevin Silvey
Seminole, FL 33777

mailto:silveycpa@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Sheinman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste. When you poison us, you poison yourselves. Stop
your criminal behavior now!

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Sheinman
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

mailto:sheindk@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Hoffer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Hoffer
White Salmon, WA 98672

mailto:sunengser@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kelly Oliver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kelly Oliver
Salinas, CA 93907

mailto:koliver@calwater.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cathy Holden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cathy Holden
Sacramento, CA 95865

mailto:holdenresearch@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Valerie Koeber
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Valerie Koeber
Wayne, NE 68787

mailto:vkoeber@abbnebraska.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: d carr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC's) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal”. This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles for the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC waste
includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much longer to
decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years), and other types of nuclear waste. For this reason,
only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity. The NRC’s
proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
d carr
Hanover, NH 03755

mailto:draak1702@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jessica Jakubanis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:06:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jessica Jakubanis
Albuquerque, NM 87123

mailto:skyrulejrj@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Judy Windt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Judy Windt
Menlo Park, CA 94025

mailto:judy@judywindt.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Keith Griffin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Keith Griffin
Garnerville, NY 10923

mailto:griffinkeitha@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Meyers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Meyers
Denville, NJ 07834

mailto:paulmeyers@rcn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: shawn Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
shawn Johnson
Encinitas, CA 92024

mailto:shawninbarca@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathleen Murphy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Murphy
Austin, TX 78729

mailto:murphy.kathi1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bret Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bret Smith
Santa Cruz, CA 95063

mailto:viajeroperdido@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Wynroth
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Wynroth
White River Jct, VT 05001

mailto:bwynroth@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Doughty
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Doughty
Taos, NM 87571

mailto:lccdoughty@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gerald Mahoney
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gerald Mahoney
Cleveland, OH 44127

mailto:gfm1944@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen Sankey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen Sankey
Plymouth, MA 02360

mailto:kfsankey@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James Senger, Jr.
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James Senger, Jr.
Bayfield, CO 81122

mailto:jrsiceman@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Aziz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Aziz
Sarasota, FL 34232

mailto:mrkzz76@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rachel Mineker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rachel Mineker
Laguna Vista, TX 78578

mailto:mrs_min@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Scholl
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Scholl
Neptune, NJ 07753

mailto:christopherscholl007@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Sue Baker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.
Mary Sue Baker
Sarasota, FL

Sincerely,
Mary Sue Baker
Sarasota, FL 34241

mailto:marysue@sarasotains.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sharon Martin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sharon Martin
Turner, ME 04282

mailto:martinsharondezzani@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debby Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debby Anderson
Santa Barbara, CA 93109

mailto:debventure@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Virginia Dwyer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Virginia Dwyer
Saint Paul, MN 55101

mailto:gini_dwyer@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Allen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Allen
Grand Haven, MI 49417

mailto:allenro@gvsu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Schutzius
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Schutzius
Florissant, MO 63033

mailto:rschutz1@prodigy.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sandy Williams
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandy Williams
Covina, CA 91723

mailto:revsparky1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jim Hickman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jim Hickman
Parrish, FL 34219

mailto:jimh652013@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Bordenave
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Bordenave
Fresno, CA 93728

mailto:mbordenave1016@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ed Breidenbach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste. This is just another trump payback to his donors.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ed Breidenbach
Floresville, TX 78114

mailto:ebreiden@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andrew Bertuglia
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andrew Bertuglia
Durham, CT 06422

mailto:bert0711usa@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Reed
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Reed
Buena Park, CA 90620

mailto:robtsreed@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kenneth Kast
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Stop this stupidity and do your job.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Kast
Santa Fe, NM 87507

mailto:kenkast@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Carroll-Gavula
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Carroll-Gavula
Fairfax, VA 22033

mailto:johncg721@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thomas Humphrey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thomas Humphrey
Skokie, IL 60076

mailto:thumphrey@sprynet.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: OSCARV LIPCHAK
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
OSCARV LIPCHAK
Austin, TX 78704

mailto:olipchak@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Wechsler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Wechsler
Corvallis, OR 97330

mailto:susanwechsler@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Phil Alward
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Phil Alward
Fenton, MI 48430

mailto:palward01@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steve Sugarman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steve Sugarman
Malibu, CA 90265

mailto:wrathchild62@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Madison
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Madison
Lamy, NM 87540

mailto:deborahmadison@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amit Shoham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amit Shoham
Oakland, CA 94619

mailto:amit@tarantic.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jenifer Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jenifer Johnson
Marietta, GA 30062

mailto:valerianalexander@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Wilkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Wilkins
Winter Park, FL 32792

mailto:rwilkins10@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Irene Osten
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Irene Osten
Jamesburg, NJ 08831

mailto:irena626@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Juanita Leone
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Juanita Leone
Holiday, FL 34691

mailto:jnleonekc53@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Irene Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Irene Johnson
Roswell, NM 88203

mailto:icjcpapc@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carole Henry
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carole Henry
Seabeck, WA 98380

mailto:xmas_carole@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Costello
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Costello
Bodega, CA 94922

mailto:jmc@monitor.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mike Irwin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mike Irwin
Reno, NV 89519

mailto:drmikaele@mac.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rudy Zeller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rudy Zeller
Benicia, CA 94510

mailto:goforgoalrudy2@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ansula Press
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ansula Press
Portland, OR 97211

mailto:ansula@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pat Roberson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pat Roberson
Duncanville, TX 75116

mailto:pvroberson@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Casey Schwarz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Casey Schwarz
Kingston, NY 12401

mailto:caseyschwarz@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cathy Nieman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cathy Nieman
Weaverville, NC 28787

mailto:cathy.nieman@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diane Sullivan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diane Sullivan
Oak Harbor, WA 98277

mailto:dianealida@mac.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bradley Colden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bradley Colden
Whittier, CA 90602

mailto:bacolden@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Tyler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

The existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste has determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking will reverse a long
standing policy which recognized that only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste
is not a threat to humanity. The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be
disposed of via shallow burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Tyler
Ashland, OR 97520

mailto:johnbtyler.ashland@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bryan Bennett
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bryan Bennett
Kennesaw, GA 30144

mailto:bryan.a.bennett@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Judy Trohkimoinen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Judy Trohkimoinen
Casper, WY 82601

mailto:judytroh@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alison Massa
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alison Massa
Novato, CA 94947

mailto:massa_alison@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Adam Eaton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Adam Eaton
Saint Charles, MO 63301

mailto:eatonadam98@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jun-Shik Whang
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jun-Shik Whang
Cambridge, MA 02138

mailto:jumpboyjun@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Kwok
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Kwok
Sunnyvale, CA 94086

mailto:wkwok@pobox.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Herb Sayas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Herb Sayas
New Orleans, LA 70115

mailto:hlabws@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anthony Albert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anthony Albert
Corvallis, OR 97330

mailto:albert2910@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maureen Ellis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maureen Ellis
Chicago, IL 60613

mailto:ellismaur3817@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tor Goodwin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tor Goodwin
Jackson, MI 49201

mailto:torspass@umich.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Skot McDaniel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Skot McDaniel
Novato, CA 94947

mailto:engineerskot@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chad Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chad Johnson
Sylmar, CA 91342

mailto:ckenjohnson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lindsey Baldewixz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lindsey Baldewixz
Cudahy, WI 53110

mailto:punkabillykitten@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ronald Ricklefs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ronald Ricklefs
Cedar Rapids, IA 52401

mailto:ron.ricklefs@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lori Dick
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lori Dick
Claremont, CA 91711

mailto:drldick@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen Ballard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen Ballard
Denver, CO 80209

mailto:knballard@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Haas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Haas
Boulder, CO 80302

mailto:williamhaas88@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stefan Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stefan Taylor
Tampa, FL 33604

mailto:ststevectaylor8@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Doug Dunkle
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Doug Dunkle
Pecos, NM 87552

mailto:coachdugger@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Petersman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Petersman
Cincinnati, OH 45255

mailto:petersmj@uc.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Victor Paglia
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Victor Paglia
Newport Beach, CA 92663

mailto:vic_paglia@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elaine Eudy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elaine Eudy
Atlanta, GA 30344

mailto:alpha_b@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Matt Ringquist
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Matt Ringquist
Redwood Falls, MN 56283

mailto:mattx20@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jima Rice
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jima Rice
Ketchum, ID 83340

mailto:jimasv@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leslie Boston
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leslie Boston
Springfield, IL 62704

mailto:leslie_boston@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cecelia Samp
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cecelia Samp
Schiller Park, IL 60176

mailto:ceceliasamp@triton.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rosemary Northcutt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rosemary Northcutt
Conshohocken, PA 19428

mailto:rrnorthcutt@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Douglas Schneller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Douglas Schneller
Cranford, NJ 07016

mailto:djschneller@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: GERD SCHUBERT
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
GERD SCHUBERT
MAHWAH, NJ 07430

mailto:BSCHUB1810@AOL.COM
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jamie Hines
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jamie Hines
Tampa, FL 33610

mailto:fascinationlady622@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dave Finnegan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dave Finnegan
Sunbury, CT 06488

mailto:david.finnegan@xerox.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mera Wolf
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mera Wolf
Albuquerque, NM 87108

mailto:gittwolf@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debra Evon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debra Evon
Minneapolis, MN 55403

mailto:daevon@stkate.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen Hedwig Backman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen Hedwig Backman
Dothan, AL 36303

mailto:madmaker321@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Colleen Weiss
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Colleen Weiss
Winston Salem, NC 27104

mailto:colleenweiss@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gail Burns
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gail Burns
Farmingdale, NY 11735

mailto:gailburns33@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Goodman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Goodman
Woodstock, VT 05091

mailto:bearn1758@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: PJ Mcdaniel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
PJ Mcdaniel
Albuquerque, NM 87109

mailto:pjxcal@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rainbow Di Benedetto
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rainbow Di Benedetto
Austin, TX 78750

mailto:rainbow@alumni.utexas.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Judith Waite
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Judith Waite
Bronxville, NY 10708

mailto:judithw8@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rm Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:05:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rm Lewis
Peoria, IL 61615

mailto:rmlewis100@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Matthew Levin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Matthew Levin
Hatfield, MA 01038

mailto:walkingmancomics@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Henru
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Henru
Apple valley, MN 55124

mailto:jhenru@mnmufon.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Charles
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Charles
New York, NY 10019

mailto:tribird@mindspring.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maggie Shields
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maggie Shields
Sterling, MA 01564

mailto:magshields@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andra Heide
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andra Heide
Milton, FL 32571

mailto:ajheide@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steven McCollum
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steven McCollum
Mount Vernon, IA 52314

mailto:amccollum@cornellcollege.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Melinda Scott
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:24 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Melinda Scott
Greenville, NC 27858

mailto:scotttwins@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Walker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Walker
Avondale, AZ 85392

mailto:dbadavid@cs.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michele Hondo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michele Hondo
Wailuku, HI 96793

mailto:michele@danismaui.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Cherubin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Cherubin
Camden, DE 19934

mailto:eacherubin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John DuBois
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John DuBois
Renton, WA 98055

mailto:ferdyfeghoot@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jane Butler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jane Butler
Hedgesville, WV 25427

mailto:butlertwins97@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: steve mcmahon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
steve mcmahon
Summerville, GA 30747

mailto:steve@mcmannproductions.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephen Mehlhoff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:22 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen Mehlhoff
SPIRIT LAKE, ID 83869

mailto:Mehlhoffstephen@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Pucak
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Pucak
Carbondale, CO 81623

mailto:cpucak@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Webb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” The current proposal would reverse long-
standing established principles and best practices concerning the safe handling and disposal of
radioactive waste. GTCC waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic
wastes (which have long half-lives, and thus can continue to present danger for centuries) and
other types of nuclear waste. Only deep geologic disposal will ensure that toxic radioactive
waste is not a threat to humanity. The NRC’s ill-conceived proposal would allow disposal via
shallow burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. 

Finally, the risks associated with interstate transport of GTCC waste have not been adequately
addressed. Many communities are at risk as dangerous waste passes through them en route to a
final disposal site.

I urge you not to proceed with this proposal and to develop a safe solution for the handling and
disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Webb
Hanover, NH 03755

mailto:david.l.webb@dartmouth.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Goslant
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Goslant
Cambridge, MA 02138

mailto:clackim@mac.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gary Scholton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gary Scholton
Durango, CO 81301

mailto:gryshltn@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Rossiter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Rossiter
Billings, MT 59102

mailto:jrossitr@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eileen Macmillan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eileen Macmillan
Lafayette, CA 94549

mailto:eileenmacmillan@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Koch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Koch
Charlotte, NC 28215

mailto:mikeh.koch@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Madonna Giamberdino
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Madonna Giamberdino
Saint Charles, IL 60175

mailto:donnagiam@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rebecca Ray
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Ray
San Jose, CA 95112

mailto:hockeygrrrl@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Wendt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Wendt
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

mailto:dvdwndt@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Andrew
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Andrew
Princeton, NJ 08540

mailto:teep1@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephen Wyman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:18 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen Wyman
Georgetown, TX 78633

mailto:stephenmwyman@wymanusa.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gerald Kelly
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gerald Kelly
Santa Monica, CA 90403

mailto:kelly.gerald@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne W.
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne W.
State College, PA 16801

mailto:meeko723430@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Faye Karson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Faye Karson
SOUTHBURY, CT 06488

mailto:faka1@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Erik Hvoslef
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Erik Hvoslef
Salida, CO 81201

mailto:rep2serve@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laura Sutkus
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laura Sutkus
Seattle, WA 98116

mailto:laura@sutkuslawfirm.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mercy Grieco
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mercy Grieco
Fresno, CA 93720

mailto:mercy.grieco@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maureen Saval
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maureen Saval
Leander, TX 78641

mailto:maureensaval@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: MILO MOTTOLA
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
MILO MOTTOLA
BRONX, NY 10456

mailto:milo@whobutmilo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amy Levi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amy Levi
Albuquerque, NM 87122

mailto:amylevi@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Beatrice Simmonds
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Beatrice Simmonds
Bronx, NY 10462

mailto:b.simmonds6488@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kay Drache
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kay Drache
Minneapolis, MN 55416

mailto:kdrache@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Delia Gordon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Delia Gordon
Katy, TX 77493

mailto:dg2u2@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Clemens
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Clemens
Island Park, NY 11558

mailto:clem64@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Angela Steinberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Angela Steinberg
Syracuse, NY 13206

mailto:bobbercat@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Camille Gilbert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Camille Gilbert
Santa Barbara, CA 93101

mailto:camillegilbert@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Monya Lyon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Monya Lyon
Livingston, TX 77351

mailto:monya_43@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne Bradley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne Bradley
Emeryville, CA 94608

mailto:akbradley17@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bud McAllister
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bud McAllister
New London, CT 06320

mailto:mcbud4@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Cherubin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Cherubin
CAMDEN, DE 19934

mailto:EACHERUBIN@JUNO.COM
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: C. Kasey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
C. Kasey
Mechanicsville, VA 23116

mailto:omni_girl@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bruce Stubbs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bruce Stubbs
Oceanside, CA 92054

mailto:drmbruces@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephen DiPesa
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen DiPesa
Cambridge, MA 02140

mailto:nocturnalchemy@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diane Eisenhower
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diane Eisenhower
Vero Beach, FL 32967

mailto:sailawaydi@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: meg kettell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
meg kettell
Brooklyn, NY 11222

mailto:megkettell@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Redding
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Redding
Greenville, NC 27858

mailto:redding47@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donna Dawley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donna Dawley
Ft Myers, FL 33901

mailto:dawley717@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: C W
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
C W
St.Louis, MO 63304

mailto:stlchriswood@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ellen Homsey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ellen Homsey
Hockessin, DE 19707

mailto:ehomsey@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark ODell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:15 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would grossly
violate established principles for the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark ODell
Sierra Madre, CA 91024

mailto:emark@alumni.caltech.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peter and Marilyn Miess
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peter and Marilyn Miess
Madison, WI 53705

mailto:p.miess@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Leo Boyd
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Leo Boyd
Indianapolis, IN 46220

mailto:leshboyd@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Todd Struthers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Todd Struthers
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

mailto:toddstrut@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Guadalupe Yanez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Guadalupe Yanez
El Paso, TX 79938

mailto:lupe.yanez49@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Drembus
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Drembus
Reston, VA 20191

mailto:drembusj@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ellen Caldwell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ellen Caldwell
Corrales, NM 87048

mailto:eacald1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Krista Topp
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Krista Topp
Endicott, NY 13760

mailto:ktopp@stny.rr.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marcia Sass
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marcia Sass
Bordentown, NJ 08505

mailto:MarciaSass@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kahlil Goodwyn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kahlil Goodwyn
Brooklyn, NY 11206

mailto:ktgoodwyn@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Theresa Moriarty McPhail
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Theresa Moriarty McPhail
Clearwater, FL 33763

mailto:tuesday.moriarty@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anna Dresner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anna Dresner
Pittsburg, KS 66762

mailto:wadresner@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Blackwell-Marchant
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Blackwell-Marchant
Castro Valley, CA 94552

mailto:patmarchant@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Peters
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Peters
Dewitt, MI 48820

mailto:susanvagasky@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: DEnise Fisher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
DEnise Fisher
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

mailto:deniefisher9@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bo Breda
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bo Breda
Pahoa, HI 96778

mailto:bobreda@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Walton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Walton
Wichita, KS 67213

mailto:m3d420@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephen Schreeren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen Schreeren
Miami Shores, FL 33138

mailto:stephinsobe@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Gilman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Gilman
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

mailto:richgilman@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shirley Napps
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shirley Napps
Scottsville, VA 24590

mailto:sen.dartmouth@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cheryl Coen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Coen
Tucson, AZ 85704

mailto:cdcoen48@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Cook
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Cook
Carroll, IA 51401

mailto:johnbcook@mac.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rosalie McMenamin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rosalie McMenamin
CHICAGO, IL 60622

mailto:mcmenamins@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Balasko
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Balasko
Sparta, MI 49345

mailto:dbalasko@generalformulations.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michelle Benes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michelle Benes
Fairfield, IA 52556

mailto:mbenes12@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Odessa Osby
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Odessa Osby
Merced, CA 95341

mailto:oosby@mcoe.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edwin Aiken
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:10:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edwin Aiken
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

mailto:eandjaiken@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Kermiet
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Kermiet
Denver, CO 80207

mailto:k1@indra.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Angie Smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Angie Smith
Tampa, FL 33626

mailto:angiearlene@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Yefim Maizel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Yefim Maizel
San Francisco, CA 94131

mailto:yefimmaizel@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jim Toczynski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jim Toczynski
Manistee, MI 49660

mailto:jimtoczynski@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jacqueline Meyer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jacqueline Meyer
San Mateo, CA 94404

mailto:jacquieeyer@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lorraine D. Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lorraine D. Johnson
Seattle, WA 98125

mailto:lorraine.d.johnson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Trisha Broeke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Trisha Broeke
Portland, OR 97267

mailto:ttenbroeke@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ingrid Rochester
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ingrid Rochester
Elbert, CO 80106

mailto:robandingrid@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jim Head
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jim Head
Oak Park, MI 48237

mailto:jimheadjr@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: susan corner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
susan corner
Lansing, MI 48917

mailto:cornersusan@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Burns
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Burns
Louisville, CO 80027

mailto:dcb1995@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gretel Munroe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial. This is dangerous to everyone in the vicinity and to others who might have had clean
drinking water also in the vicinity and further away as well.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them. If a conveyance of this radioactive waste broke down or should there be a fire in
the vehicle, would local people know what to do? Would they be able to protect themselves
from radiation?

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gretel Munroe
Medford, MA 02155

mailto:gsmunroe@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Wayne Ott
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Wayne Ott
Orbisonia, PA 17243

mailto:janottinc@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: irwin sklar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
irwin sklar
Hollywood, FL 33021

mailto:issmango@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Acadia Cutschall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Acadia Cutschall
Brooklyn, NY 11225

mailto:acadia.experiment@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Reto Pieth
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Reto Pieth
Grafton, VT 05146

mailto:rpieth@mail.sover.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles & Eugenia Haggin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles & Eugenia Haggin
bellevue, WA 98008

mailto:thehaggins@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amy Lund
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amy Lund
Hamburg, NY 14075

mailto:lund_amy@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alice Remer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alice Remer
New York, NY 10128

mailto:awremer@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eric Esposito
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eric Esposito
Brooklyn, NY 11222

mailto:hellsbells723@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Coral Moon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Coral Moon
Indio, CA 92201

mailto:rogeralanmoon@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Margaret Talbot
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Margaret Talbot
Oakland, CA 94602

mailto:matitalbot@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: william record
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
william record
new york, NY 10075

mailto:wrecordi@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Aron Rolnitzky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Aron Rolnitzky
Saint Paul, MN 55126

mailto:aron.rolnitzky@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eva Marks-Curatolo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eva Marks-Curatolo
Scotia, NY 12302

mailto:evamcura@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Isaac Ehrlich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Isaac Ehrlich
Rhododendron, OR 97049

mailto:wisemiser9@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron Linek
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron Linek
Medina, OH 44256

mailto:rlinek@bw.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Rogers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

Do you live on another planet? 

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Rogers
Wichita, KS 67218

mailto:valkyrierc@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gene Lantz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gene Lantz
Dallas, TX 75208

mailto:genelantz19@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Angie Dixon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Angie Dixon
Clinton, WA 98236

mailto:angied@whidbey.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ted von Eiff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ted von Eiff
Land O' Lakes, FL 34637

mailto:ted@voneiff.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Rauh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Rauh
Hesperia, CA 92395

mailto:rauhfamily@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joyce Lin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joyce Lin
Malden, MA 02148

mailto:tojoycelin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Katherin Balles
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Katherin Balles
Bremerton, WA 98310

mailto:kab2632@netzero.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sara Peterson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sara Peterson
Tacoma, WA 98407

mailto:swp.ga@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christopher Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christopher Johnson
Somerville, ME 04348

mailto:chris@dirigo.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edith Pleta
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edith Pleta
Mooresville, NC 28117

mailto:lolapaparon@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Molly Swabb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Molly Swabb
Las vegas, NV 89118

mailto:mollyeswabb@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mignonette Blazek
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mignonette Blazek
Felton, CA 95018

mailto:mimiblazek@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: RICHARD Crombie
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
RICHARD Crombie
Santa Fe, NM 87501

mailto:rfcrombie@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Beth Bowling
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Beth Bowling
Pottsboro, TX 75076

mailto:beth.bowling@bihs.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laura Brignull
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laura Brignull
Albany, NY 12207

mailto:resistance128@gmx.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ramona Crocker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ramona Crocker
Beaverton, OR 97008

mailto:sage33@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia DeLuca
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia DeLuca
Nokomis, FL 34275

mailto:rickscustompainting@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Goodman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Goodman
Brookline, MA 02446

mailto:debbiergoodman@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathleen Jones
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:03 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Jones
Sacramento, CA 95831

mailto:kathjone16@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James Roberts
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

Are there foxes over there guarding the hen house? I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-surface disposal of Greater-than-
Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James Roberts
Sandpoint, ID 83864

mailto:jimrobj@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Meadows
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:02 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Meadows
Glen Allen, VA 23060

mailto:william.meadows13@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marlene EMMETT
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marlene EMMETT
West Palm Beach, FL 33417

mailto:Marleneemm@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bari Brookman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:09:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bari Brookman
Fort Worth, TX 76116

mailto:bari35@prodigy.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Lindley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Lindley
Houston, TX 77092

mailto:billlindley@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brent Gunderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brent Gunderson
Green Bay, WI 54303

mailto:muziklvr4u@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janis Dairiki
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janis Dairiki
Berkeley, CA 94707

mailto:janis@dairiki.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maria Gonzalez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maria Gonzalez
Chicago, IL 60656

mailto:tracyg36@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Merle Ohlinger
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Merle Ohlinger
New Rochelle, NY 10801

mailto:nano8nano@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tina Hicks
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tina Hicks
Cuyahoga Falls, OH 44223

mailto:jthicks@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alfonzo Jordan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alfonzo Jordan
NASHVILLE, TN 37218

mailto:blkfoot1@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jane Blackwell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jane Blackwell
Seattle, WA 98109

mailto:janeparkinblackwell@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Devoss
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Devoss
Saint Charles, IL 60174

mailto:cadevo@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donna Charlap
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donna Charlap
Groton, MA 01450

mailto:dcharlap@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Terry Bulla
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Terry Bulla
Saint Augustine, FL 32086

mailto:mtbulla@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Arthur and Lois Finstein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Arthur and Lois Finstein
Framingham, MA 01701

mailto:finstein@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dejan Bajic
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dejan Bajic
Chicago, IL 60707

mailto:dejan.bajic14@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Kane
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Kane
Mesa, AZ 85208

mailto:dlkane1@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lenore Dolph
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lenore Dolph
Thornton, CO 80233

mailto:brage100@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bert Whitehair
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bert Whitehair
Lake City, PA 16423

mailto:bpwhitehair@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amanda Summers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amanda Summers
Chicago, IL 60625

mailto:amsummers@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Hrabar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Hrabar
Pittsburgh, PA 15203

mailto:energytwirl@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Georgiann Schulte
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Georgiann Schulte
Oak Park, IL 60302

mailto:geoschulte@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edwin Martin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edwin Martin
Burnsville, MN 55337

mailto:edwin_martin913@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: William Parr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
William Parr
Weymouth, MA 02188

mailto:william_j_parr_iii@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ruth Fishkin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ruth Fishkin
Oklahoma City, OK, OK 73120

mailto:ruth.fishkin@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Geralyn Leannah
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Geralyn Leannah
Sheboygan, WI 53081

mailto:gleannah57@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Denise Lytle
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Denise Lytle
Woodbridge, NJ 07095

mailto:centauress6@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laura Koulish
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laura Koulish
NY, NY 10026

mailto:lakoulish@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lynda Pauling
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lynda Pauling
Stillwater, MN 55082

mailto:lmp5812@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamylle Greinke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamylle Greinke
Peconic, NY 11958

mailto:pamylle1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Vince Mendieta
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Vince Mendieta
Austin, TX 78715

mailto:vinceofdarkness@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ray Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ray Anderson
Riverside, CA 92501

mailto:r.g.anderson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tara Kerr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tara Kerr
South Boston, VA 24592

mailto:tarask@mindspring.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Clark
San Diego, CA 92101

mailto:hkyjck@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nick Scarim
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nick Scarim
Batavia, IL 60510

mailto:imdr1@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nina Macdonald
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nina Macdonald
Silverado, CA 92676

mailto:nina@ninamacdonald.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Parowski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Parowski
Richfield, PA 17086

mailto:paulparowski1@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Allen Leinwand
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Allen Leinwand
San Jose, CA 95124

mailto:allenlein@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Debra Mellentine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Debra Mellentine
Owosso, MI 48867

mailto:mellentine@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Julia Zaustinsky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Julia Zaustinsky
New York, NY 10023

mailto:jzaustinsky@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: DeeAnn Wong
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
DeeAnn Wong
San Diego, CA 92130

mailto:furryfootball13@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shirley Collins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shirley Collins
Eugene, OR 97402

mailto:shirleycollins@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ann Sever
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ann Sever
Houston, TX 77079

mailto:asever770@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Hayes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Hayes
Kenosha, WI 53142

mailto:fredmareski@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Johnson
Bellingham, WA 98227

mailto:jazzpacnw@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Trumbull
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Trumbull
Boulder, CO 80306

mailto:mtnsalto@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Knightly
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Knightly
Hampton, NH 03842

mailto:marya30@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rebecca Kimsey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rebecca Kimsey
Sublimity, OR 97385

mailto:rkimsey68@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rick Priebe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rick Priebe
Pinehurst, ID 83850

mailto:rlpriebe28@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Windham
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Windham
Tallahassee, FL 32303

mailto:pwindham67@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: john mcnevin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
john mcnevin
seattle, WA 98109

mailto:jmcnevin@fredhutch.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Babbitt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Babbitt
Philadelphia, PA 19107

mailto:philad49@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nancy Fifer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nancy Fifer
Lewes, DE 19958

mailto:guss46@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joel Levine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joel Levine
Ukiah, CA 95482

mailto:jlevine1000@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: andres venegas
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
andres venegas
el paso, TX 79912

mailto:pinata46@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Clyde Didditt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Clyde Didditt
Rathdrum, ID 83858

mailto:cyldedidit@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mike Abler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mike Abler
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

mailto:mabler@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: jen gavin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
jen gavin
trinidad, CA 95570

mailto:jgavin@suddenlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Wohlberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:25 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Wohlberg
Minneapolis, MN 55423

mailto:robertwohlberg@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David and Ann Cordero
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:23 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David and Ann Cordero
Longview, WA 98632

mailto:corderoa@teleport.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sara Bhakti
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:21 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sara Bhakti
Kirkland, WA 98033

mailto:sarabhakti@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Phil Massengill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:20 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Phil Massengill
Flora, IN 46929

mailto:jasper6972m@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Keith Horn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Keith Horn
Baton Rouge, LA 70806

mailto:keitheaux@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: sharon turner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:19 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
sharon turner
Gamaliel, KY 42140

mailto:turner91960@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Judith Walsh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Judith Walsh
Middletown, CT 06457

mailto:JUDITHWALSH@SBCGLOBAL.NET
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Ramoni
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:17 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Ramoni
New Orleans, LA 70115

mailto:emramoni@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Martin Biedermann
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:16 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Martin Biedermann
Libertyville, IL 60048

mailto:bisons@flash.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Nile Arena
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Nile Arena
Bloomington, IN 47403

mailto:nilejamesarena@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janet Wright
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janet Wright
Friday Harbor, WA 98250

mailto:taichi@rockisland.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Doug Herren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Doug Herren
Philadelphia, PA 19122

mailto:dougherren@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Beatrice Greenwald
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:14 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste. A leakage of this waste would be
disastrous for the water supply and the people living nearby. Radioactivity is dangerous!

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Beatrice Greenwald
Seattle, WA 98133

mailto:bea_1947@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Beverly Walsh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:13 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Beverly Walsh
Oceanside, CA 92057

mailto:walsh_bev@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alecto Caldwell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:12 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alecto Caldwell
Oakland, CA 94619

mailto:alectocaldwell@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dave Mills
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dave Mills
Lockhart, TX 78644

mailto:lockhartrealty@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Frey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Frey
Dagsboro, DE 19939

mailto:tefpwf62@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rita Larkin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:11 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I STRONGLY OPPOSE the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow
near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rita Larkin
Addison, IL 60101

mailto:JLRL1300@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kay Hannah
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kay Hannah
Paonia, CO 81428

mailto:rustyrowsgal@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Janice Palmrose
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:10 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Janice Palmrose
Portland, OR 97210

mailto:jepalmrose8@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Arthur Schurr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Arthur Schurr
Brooklyn, NY 11201

mailto:bulaas@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Colin Robson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:09 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Colin Robson
SAN JOSE, CA 95120

mailto:Lrobson@proshotlaser.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Arlene Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:08 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Arlene Anderson
Atlanta, GA 30338

mailto:arlene_ann@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sue Struthers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sue Struthers
Riverside, CA 92506

mailto:sstruthers@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donald Eppenbach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donald Eppenbach
Irrigon, OR 97844

mailto:deppenba@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: susan simmer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:07 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
susan simmer
Austin, TX 78751

mailto:simmersmiles@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael A. Johnston
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:06 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael A. Johnston
San Diego, CA 92176

mailto:pluto_of_the_underworld@hauntedmansion.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shawn Mulvihill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shawn Mulvihill
Racine, WI 53402

mailto:samdocsolar@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Belknap
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Belknap
Raleigh, NC 27603

mailto:rebelknap@sms.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tracy Foster
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:05 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tracy Foster
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234

mailto:tarzafeen@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Randy Shoemaker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Randy Shoemaker
Shoreline, WA 98155

mailto:lastshoe26@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marilyn Borchardt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Borchardt
Oakland, CA 94618

mailto:marbor@foodfirst.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tim Durnell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tim Durnell
Rice, WA 99167

mailto:tdurnell@centurytel.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Priscilla Martinez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:04 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Priscilla Martinez
ABQ, NM 87120

mailto:priscillamvaldez@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tristan Donofrio
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tristan Donofrio
Sunnyvale, CA 94087

mailto:tristan.donofrio@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alice Ault
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alice Ault
Saint Louis, MO 63119

mailto:aault1090@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lois Peed
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lois Peed
Xenia, OH 45385

mailto:lep0630@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sharon (Paul) Mrozinski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sharon (Paul) Mrozinski
Vinalhaven, ME 04863

mailto:sharon@marstonhouse.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anita Rhynes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:08:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anita Rhynes
Columbus, OH 43205

mailto:anita.mcfarren@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peter Clancy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peter Clancy
Buffalo, NY 14220

mailto:pclancy@buffnews.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: TWILA GROSS
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
TWILA GROSS
Crystal, MN 55429

mailto:BUMPYOLDBAG@GMAIL.COM
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Carpentier
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Carpentier
Alton, IL 62002

mailto:ecarp4@juno.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ericka Thessen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ericka Thessen
Eugene, OR 97405

mailto:pittymomma@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Vivian Deutsch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Vivian Deutsch
Calabasas, CA 91302

mailto:duodeutsch@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Foley Jr
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Foley Jr
Attleboro, MA 02703

mailto:foleyjrc@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamela Kafton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamela Kafton
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423

mailto:felsimted@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deepak Verma
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deepak Verma
San Jose, CA 95120

mailto:deepak-ghar@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diane Selvaggio
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diane Selvaggio
Gibsonia, PA 15044

mailto:dianeselvaggio@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christopher Marcille
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christopher Marcille
Clover, SC 29710

mailto:chrsmrcll@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anthony LaRocca
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anthony LaRocca
Staten Island, NY 10305

mailto:AnthonyLaRocca2012@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jason Ruggles
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jason Ruggles
New York, NY 10029

mailto:rusterr1@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Lamb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Lamb
Minneapolis, MN 55422

mailto:rlamb2@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Erika Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Erika Clark
Seattle, WA 98107

mailto:ekclark@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: kathleen perkins
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
kathleen perkins
Acworth, GA 30102

mailto:kathleenperkins929@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Don Albrecht
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Don Albrecht
Forest Park, IL 60130

mailto:dalbrecht@progresscil.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bernard Saftner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bernard Saftner
Pittsburgh, PA 15241

mailto:bmsaftner@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Peter McCone
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Peter McCone
Wellesley, MA 02482

mailto:p.mccone@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carol Dewees
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carol Dewees
Pottstown, PA 19464

mailto:cldewees@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathryn Lemoine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathryn Lemoine
West Monroe, LA 71291

mailto:truth58@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: juliana kailihiwa
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
juliana kailihiwa
Captain Cook, HI 96704

mailto:julianavivona@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeremy Trimm
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeremy Trimm
Suisun City, CA 94585

mailto:jeremy.trimm@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Massey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allo joyw
inadequate disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Massey
Tampa, FL 33634

mailto:cfminspection@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Rosenstein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Rosenstein
West Palm beach, FL 33407

mailto:chico121486@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Gibbs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:07:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Gibbs
Grand Blanc, MI 48439

mailto:dgibbsha@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda Ng
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda Ng
Flushing, NY 11358

mailto:lngkon@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Karsh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:01 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Karsh
Martinez, CA 94553

mailto:michael_karsh@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Amy Lippert
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Amy Lippert
Chicago, IL 60647

mailto:amy_lippert@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: james heller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
james heller
Chicago, IL 60645

mailto:jamesheller@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Philip Melcher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Philip Melcher
Birmingham, MI 48009

mailto:philip@woodburydg.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Katarine Quintana
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Katarine Quintana
San Leandro, CA 94577

mailto:kiq777@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Julie Truhlar
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Julie Truhlar
Lindsborg, KS 67456

mailto:jtruhlar@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: m baca
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
m baca
Fremont, CA 94536

mailto:marisabaca@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jason Balicki
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jason Balicki
Brooklyn, NY 11222

mailto:jasonbalicki@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sirina Sucklal
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sirina Sucklal
Savage, MD 20763

mailto:ssucklal@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jo Ann McGreevy
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:21:00 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jo Ann McGreevy
Hackensack, NJ 07601

mailto:joann.mcgreevy@nyu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bob Tripp
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bob Tripp
Reston, VA 20190

mailto:berkeleybob50@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Millard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. It is crazy to even think about putting
radioactive waste near a water supply.

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Millard
Evergreen, CO 80439

mailto:millardmm1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diane Post
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diane Post
Springfield, VT 05156

mailto:dp1018@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephan Foley
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephan Foley
Ojai, CA 93023

mailto:salexfoley@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Greg Puppione
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Greg Puppione
Honolulu, HI 96826

mailto:gpuppione@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Schmalz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Schmalz
Greenwood, IN 46143

mailto:charliisch@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anthony J. Regusis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anthony J. Regusis
Astoria, NY 11102

mailto:tonyregusis@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kieran Nolan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:59 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kieran Nolan
Happy Valley, OR 97086

mailto:knolan0831@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Marilyn Kaggen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Marilyn Kaggen
Brooklyn, NY 11230

mailto:mkaggen@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Quentin Fischer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Quentin Fischer
Roanoke, VA 24018

mailto:fischerq@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James Stewart
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.
Stop your profiteering at the expense of our health. Think of the future and our children.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James Stewart
National Park, NJ 08063

mailto:jr45stewart@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carlisle Levine
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carlisle Levine
Arlington, VA 22204

mailto:carlisle.levine@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kenneth Izutsu
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Izutsu
Seattle, WA 98103

mailto:izutsumckay@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Bailly
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Bailly
Madison, WI 53715

mailto:sewjung14@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alice Alford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alice Alford
Blythe, CA 92226

mailto:alfordaj74@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathleen Medina
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathleen Medina
Lee, MA 01238

mailto:k_medina@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: ALMIRIAM MONTGOMERY
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:58 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
ALMIRIAM MONTGOMERY
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

mailto:almiriam.montgomery@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lauren York
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lauren York
Mooresville, NC 28117

mailto:vicariousxadrenaline@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephen Greenberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephen Greenberg
Nevada City, CA 95959

mailto:sgberg@pacbell.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sarah Epstein
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sarah Epstein
Washington, DC 20015

mailto:sallyepstein@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michelle Lee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michelle Lee
Irvine, CA 92612

mailto:m.k.lee@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ilya Speranza
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ilya Speranza
Brooklyn, NY 11233

mailto:isperanza@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eric Scheihagen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eric Scheihagen
Dallas, TX 75229

mailto:charon2752@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Kozminski
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Kozminski
Solon, OH 44139

mailto:DanKoz29@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeffrey Greif
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Greif
Venice, CA 90291

mailto:jgreif@alumni.princeton.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joan M OIiver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joan M OIiver
Saint Louis, MO 63146

mailto:oliverjm1@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Elizabeth Goodwin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:57 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Goodwin
Los Angeles, CA 90068

mailto:gdplusgd@pacbell.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jim Petkiewicz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jim Petkiewicz
San Jose, CA 95125

mailto:peckos@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Melvin Bautista
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Melvin Bautista
Saint Michaels, AZ 86511

mailto:morenci622000@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathy Yeomans
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:56 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathy Yeomans
Ventura, CA 93001

mailto:kathyyeo@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pat Ferrara
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pat Ferrara
Shaker Heights, OH 44122

mailto:patferrara1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James R Monroe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James R Monroe
Concord, CA 94521

mailto:randy@monroescienceed.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Patricia Foschi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Patricia Foschi
Santa Fe, NM 87505

mailto:trish.foschi@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lillian Nordin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lillian Nordin
Holmen, WI 54636

mailto:lncookie44@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Francis Hall
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Francis Hall
Duluth, GA 30096

mailto:flangstonhall@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Vinetz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Vinetz
Los Angeles, CA 90049

mailto:rsvinetz@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Chris Wrinn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Chris Wrinn
Milford, CT 06460

mailto:cwrinn@optonline.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jim Marsden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jim Marsden
Malewood, MN 55109

mailto:jamesmarsden1130@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Raymond Ligrano
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Raymond Ligrano
Vashon, WA 98070

mailto:ligranorm@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Raven Dorantes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:55 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Raven Dorantes
Bronx, NY 10452

mailto:raven.dorantes@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: DOnald Singer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste. This ”proposal” (really just a corporate giveaway)
is the height of stupidity and insanity. Approving it would be a dereliction of duty on your
part. 

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
DOnald Singer
Longmont, CO 80501

mailto:pthg3@dons6.fastmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Michael Bayouth
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Michael Bayouth
Wichita, KS 67207

mailto:baybaysparky@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anita Youabian
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anita Youabian
Los Angeles, CA 90024

mailto:anitay22@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: C O
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
C O
Gulfport, FL 33707

mailto:devika716@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Grotzke
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Grotzke
Tinley Park, IL 60477

mailto:garagekey2001@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Wood
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Wood
Prescott, AZ 86305

mailto:woodpace@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: LInda Monssen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
LInda Monssen
Brooklyn, NY 11231

mailto:linda.monssen@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: carol carne
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
carol carne
BALTIMORE, MD 21228

mailto:ccarne43@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Suzanne Hesh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I demand that you stop this insane rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Suzanne Hesh
Tucson, AZ 85718

mailto:textilz1@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eric West
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eric West
Port Orange, FL 32127

mailto:eagleyachts@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jane Volland
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jane Volland
Bellingham, WA 98225

mailto:jane.volland@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Linda K Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:54 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Linda K Anderson
Punta Gorda, FL 33955

mailto:lindakayanderson@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alicia Frecker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alicia Frecker
brandon, FL 33510

mailto:apfrecker@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeanne Stulb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeanne Stulb
Folsom, LA 70437

mailto:stulb1585@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lisa Kagan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lisa Kagan
Catskill, NY 12414

mailto:ljkagan303@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kyle Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kyle Johnson
Brooklyn, NY 11215

mailto:kylejohnson718@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laurie Kuntz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laurie Kuntz
Meridian, ID 83646

mailto:laurie_kuntz@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Frank Naccarato
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Frank Naccarato
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

mailto:fnaccs@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Reece
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Reece
Dallas, TX 75209

mailto:reelee72@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dottie Hess
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dottie Hess
Charleston, WV 25304

mailto:hesshouse@suddenlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gordon Turner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:53 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gordon Turner
Austin, TX 78731

mailto:gordonturner_98@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charlotte K
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charlotte K
Duluth, GA 30097

mailto:aromiee@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ronaele Snyder
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ronaele Snyder
Downers Grove, IL 60515

mailto:ronaelesnyder@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sharon Barone
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sharon Barone
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

mailto:shanbarone@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Bechtel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Bechtel
Redlands, CA 92373

mailto:elcapa@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: m w
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
m w
abq, NM 87120

mailto:maryann@hlsnm.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Weissman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Weissman
Honolulu, HI 96813

mailto:Pauljw@aloha.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: JANUSZ MAKA
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
JANUSZ MAKA
CHICAGO, ID 60630

mailto:januszmaka@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: TERRY SANCHEZ
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:52 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
TERRY SANCHEZ
El Paso, TX 79930

mailto:tsanchez3@utep.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Podell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Podell
Santa Rosa, CA 95404

mailto:dcpodell@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Suzanne Holden
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Suzanne Holden
Vancouver, WA 98685

mailto:rmh3939@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rosie Sharpe
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rosie Sharpe
Port Angeles, WA 98362

mailto:sharperosie@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edye Calderon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edye Calderon
Midland, TX 79706

mailto:edyec@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Dawn Clark
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Dawn Clark
N. Ches, VA 23237

mailto:chesclark@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: C Diane Macaulay
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
C Diane Macaulay
Ann Arbor, MI 48103

mailto:cdmacaulay@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Barbara Mastorgi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Barbara Mastorgi
Jackson Heights, NY 11372

mailto:bmastorgi@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sandra Stephens
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandra Stephens
Cincinnati, OH 03753

mailto:sndrstphns@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Eleanor Navarro
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Eleanor Navarro
Tucson, AZ 85712

mailto:msmackey2001@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeffrey Panciera
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:51 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeffrey Panciera
Seattle, WA 98118

mailto:jeffiejimmie@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lasha Wells
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lasha Wells
Saint Petersburg, FL 33707

mailto:cocobuddr@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamela Lynn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamela Lynn
Austin, TX 78745

mailto:texngirl@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: susan downes
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
susan downes
bronx, NY 10471

mailto:susan_downes@rd.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Becky Sayler
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Becky Sayler
Sun City, AZ 85373

mailto:bsayler1@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kenneth Ruby
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Ruby
Salem, NH 03079

mailto:gemk65@mailbox.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Yvonne Baab
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Yvonne Baab
Montpelier, VT 05602

mailto:ybaab@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tina Brenza
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tina Brenza
Goleta, CA 93117

mailto:tbrenza@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kate Hermann-Wu
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:50 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kate Hermann-Wu
Waltham, MA 02451

mailto:kaitmadhatter@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Aileen Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Aileen Taylor
Spokane Valley, WA 99216

mailto:aileent575@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Sims
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Sims
Mystic, CT 06355

mailto:dbdan@ymail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: t logan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
t logan
Marble Falls, TX 78654

mailto:telogan14@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron Katz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron Katz
Huntington Woods, MI 48070

mailto:ronaldkatz@ymail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lane King
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lane King
Grants Pass, OR 97526

mailto:anaman2000@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tom Jennings
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tom Jennings
New York, NY 10014

mailto:teejaymail@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laurel Tucker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laurel Tucker
Claremont, CA 91711

mailto:tsva1@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Crystal DiMiceli
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:49 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Crystal DiMiceli
Highland Mills, NY 10930

mailto:cjdimiceli@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Richard Herbin
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Richard Herbin
Portland, OR 97213

mailto:rh2059@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ellen Straw
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ellen Straw
Covina, CA 91722

mailto:ekstraw@verizon.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: SYLVANA ARGUELLO
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
SYLVANA ARGUELLO
Miami, FL 33183

mailto:santacruz305@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karyn Goff
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karyn Goff
Plymouth, MI 48170

mailto:wingnutball@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Bruce Killips
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Bruce Killips
Woodstock, IL 60098

mailto:bkillips@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Laurie Gates
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Laurie Gates
South Chatham, MA 02659

mailto:wilpf88@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Roland & Sara Pandolfi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Roland & Sara Pandolfi
Oberlin, OH 44074

mailto:sararoland@oberlin.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Vincent De Stefano
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:48 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Vincent De Stefano
Pasadena, CA 91107

mailto:vdestefano54@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shane McCune
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shane McCune
Manhattan, KS 66502

mailto:smccune@ksu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: dan volpatti
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
dan volpatti
Pittsburgh, PA 15241

mailto:davolpatti@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kevin Bannon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kevin Bannon
Sussex, NJ 07461

mailto:yankeefan11791@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Teresa Mays
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Teresa Mays
Glendale, AZ 85308

mailto:tlmays@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: JOSE SANCHEZ
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
JOSE SANCHEZ
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745

mailto:joselsgil@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Klaudia Englund
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Klaudia Englund
Anacortes, WA 98221

mailto:klaudia.englund@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Vogt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Vogt
Fairbanks, AK 99712

mailto:bias@alaska.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: tina shepard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
tina shepard
New York, NY 10011

mailto:tshep17573@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brett Holland
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brett Holland
Los Angeles, CA 90026

mailto:brettholland77@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jonathan McLeod
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jonathan McLeod
San Diego, CA 92116

mailto:jmcleod@sdccd.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Francine Ungaro
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:47 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Francine Ungaro
Southington, CT 06489

mailto:fbungaro@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Zola Packman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Zola Packman
Raleigh, NC 27605

mailto:zmpackman@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mona Vassos
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mona Vassos
Kansas City, MO 64110

mailto:mmvassos@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steven Millan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steven Millan
Las Vegas, NV 89117

mailto:stevmedia@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Paul Vesper
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Paul Vesper
Berkeley, CA 94703

mailto:pontiffp@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Vittorio Tedesco Zammarano
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Vittorio Tedesco Zammarano
Phoenix, AZ 85024

mailto:vtz@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karen McGuire
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karen McGuire
Columbus, OH 43230

mailto:kbm.imuu@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Brian Woodrich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Brian Woodrich
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129

mailto:Bwoodrich1@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rob West
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:46 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rob West
Los Angeles, CA 90056

mailto:robwest@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Dosch
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Dosch
Elburn, IL 60119

mailto:maryvineeta@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Martha Booz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste. I support this online action 100%!

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Martha Booz
El Sobrante, CA 94803

mailto:mlbooz@calnatives.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lauren Hickey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lauren Hickey
Portland, OR 97201

mailto:twasbrillignrosie@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lorraine Frey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lorraine Frey
Walnut Creek, CA 94596

mailto:ldfrey@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Slisher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Slisher
Albany, OH 45710

mailto:davidslisher@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jeff Burns
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jeff Burns
Littleton, CO 80120

mailto:jeffburns@ecentral.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carrol Kuhlow
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Carrol Kuhlow
Henderson, NV 89015

mailto:carrolkuhlow@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Diana cole
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Diana cole
Oceanside, CA 92057

mailto:soosnake@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Christine Campbell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Christine Campbell
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

mailto:campbellc@santacruzpl.org
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: reggi wilson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
reggi wilson
Estero, FL 33928

mailto:reggiywilson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne-Marie Mallon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne-Marie Mallon
Bernardston, MA 01337

mailto:amallon@keene.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andrew and Kathleen Wittenborn
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:45 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andrew and Kathleen Wittenborn
Pleasantville, NY 10570

mailto:wittenbn@westnet.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Craig and Nancy Phillips
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Craig and Nancy Phillips
Ben Lomond, CA 95005

mailto:caphillips22644@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joette Storm
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joette Storm
Bend, OR 97701

mailto:gjstorm@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: JAMES SERAMBA
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
JAMES SERAMBA
WILMINGTON, NC 28403

mailto:jseramba64@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kc Raven
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kc Raven
Somerdale, NJ 08083

mailto:kcravenart@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Catherine Holzman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Catherine Holzman
Baraboo, WI 53913

mailto:catherine290@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Bremenstuhl, Education Laureate
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Bremenstuhl, Education Laureate
Gaithersburg, MD 20882

mailto:dmbremenstuhl@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Steve Troyanovich
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Steve Troyanovich
Florence, NJ 08518

mailto:stephen.troyanovich@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Zach Bowser
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:44 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Zach Bowser
Reisterstown, MD 21136

mailto:zachldbowser@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Pamela La Rue
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Pamela La Rue
Long Beach, CA 90808

mailto:pkayelarue@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Douglas Chalmers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Douglas Chalmers
Bryan, TX 77807

mailto:ddchalmers@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Roxanne Warren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Roxanne Warren
New York, NY 10025

mailto:rwarchitectsv42@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gen e Steiker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gen e Steiker
Cedar Grove, NJ 07009

mailto:steikerg@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Victoria Silver
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Victoria Silver
Irvine, CA 92617

mailto:vasilver@uci.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne Winkle
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne Winkle
Kenosha, WI 53142

mailto:kawink76@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Theresa Bohannan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Theresa Bohannan
Reno, NV 89523

mailto:theresabo87@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Daniel Henry
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Daniel Henry
Benton, AR 72019

mailto:henry.dan@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Myrna West
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:43 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Myrna West
Bogart, GA 30622

mailto:myrnaaw@bellsouth.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Frank Naccarato
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Frank Naccarato
Scottsdale, AZ 85251

mailto:fnaccs@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Charles Favorite
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Charles Favorite
Isle, MN 56342

mailto:favorite@frontiernet.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Creighton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Creighton
East Greenbush, NY 12061

mailto:doktorwho@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: James Sterner
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
James Sterner
New York, NY 10024

mailto:jimesterner@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Lane
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Lane
Vallejo, CA 94591

mailto:slane42@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stuart Weinstock
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stuart Weinstock
West Orange, NJ 07052

mailto:sjweinstock@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Gloria Wurst
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Gloria Wurst
Ogden, UT 84403

mailto:gzwaction@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anthony Moore
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anthony Moore
Milwaukee, WI 53224

mailto:mooreanthony64@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: george huson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:42 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
george huson
gaithersburg, MD 20877

mailto:george.r.huson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Victor Lowell
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I STRONGLY OPPOSE the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow
near-surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Victor Lowell
Raleigh, NC 27614

mailto:victorlowell@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Della Fernandez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Della Fernandez
Austin, TX 78704

mailto:dellyfer47@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rick Mitton
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rick Mitton
Studio City, CA 90068

mailto:rick.mitton1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lori Bright
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lori Bright
Asheville, NC 28805

mailto:britespirit1@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Adsit
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Adsit
Martinsville, VA 24112

mailto:adsit311@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joan Normington
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:41 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joan Normington
Folsom, CA 95630

mailto:jnatlake@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ron McGill
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ron McGill
Los Angeles, CA 90039

mailto:underconsume@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: daniel jensen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
daniel jensen
Burnsville, MN 55337

mailto:pastafariandan@outlook.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Rybicki
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Rybicki
Staten Island, NY 10304

mailto:rybickjo@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ernetta Skerlec
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ernetta Skerlec
Lakewood, WA 98499

mailto:ernieskerlec@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edward Bisker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edward Bisker
West Lafayette, IN 47906

mailto:erbisker@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Lewis
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Lewis
Kalamazoo, MI 49008

mailto:magelewis@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rita Ibrahim
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rita Ibrahim
Nyack, NY 10960

mailto:rmibrahim38@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kim Johnson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:40 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kim Johnson
Canton, MI 48188

mailto:kej_48195@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tom Rummel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tom Rummel
San Diego, CA 92104

mailto:greenthumbsd@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Wayne Gibb
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Wayne Gibb
Forestville, CA 95436

mailto:wdgibb@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Sims
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Sims
Kirksville, MO 63501

mailto:mesims51@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Andrea Pennisi
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Andrea Pennisi
New York, NY 10009

mailto:gatto505@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mary Jane Engh
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mary Jane Engh
Garfield, WA 99130

mailto:enghmje@frontier.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jennifer Wiggs
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:39 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jennifer Wiggs
TAMPA, FL 33604

mailto:jen_bruns@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Claudia Wornum
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Claudia Wornum
Oakland, CA 94605

mailto:claudiawornum@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: richard ramirez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:38 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
richard ramirez
Fullerton, CA 92831

mailto:dr.richard.ramirez@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Stephanie Stout
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Stephanie Stout
Big Lake, AK 99652

mailto:steph@cherilake.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tom Calhoun
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tom Calhoun
Makawao, HI 96768

mailto:worldwoodworks@hawaii.rr.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Shlomo List
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Shlomo List
Baltimore, MD 21209

mailto:shlomo@listcreative.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: RUSSELL CRAIG
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
RUSSELL CRAIG
Hockessin, DE 19707

mailto:dude614c@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: gregg mayer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
gregg mayer
jackson Heights, NY 11372

mailto:wellbeings77@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lareta Finger
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lareta Finger
Rockingham, VA 22801

mailto:laretafinger@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sheree Conrad
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sheree Conrad
Lynn, MA 01904

mailto:sheree.conrad@umb.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Robert Frank
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Robert Frank
Bossier City, LA 71111

mailto:robertfrankrxxx@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: robert davidson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:37 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
robert davidson
Franklin Park, IL 60131

mailto:rdavidson51@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Dahlgren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Dahlgren
East Hartford, CT 06118

mailto:dadahlgren@earthlink.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Mark Warren
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Mark Warren
Madison Heights, MI 48071

mailto:mdwarren0461@att.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lester Miller
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:36 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lester Miller
Franklin, WI 53132

mailto:lesmiller3@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Suzanne Franssen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Suzanne Franssen
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

mailto:lindosa@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Celeste McCollough Howard
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Celeste McCollough Howard
Hillsboro, OR 97124

mailto:celeste@pacifier.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: A. Henry Eliassen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
A. Henry Eliassen
Houston, TX 77001

mailto:eliassena@uhd.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: NM Porter
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
NM Porter
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

mailto:nmp_yellowsub@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jean Fromson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jean Fromson
Winston Salem, NC 27104

mailto:jeanfromson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kenneth Deffenbacher
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Deffenbacher
Omaha, NE 68104

mailto:kdeffenbacher@cox.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Maureen Sloan
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Maureen Sloan
Warren, OR 97053

mailto:msloan34@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: John Godfrey
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
John Godfrey
Wake Forest, NC 27587

mailto:jackgodfrey4@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Rhoda Sharpee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Rhoda Sharpee
Land O Lakes, WI 54540

mailto:rhodale2@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Craig Anderson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:35 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Craig Anderson
Quincy, MA 02171

mailto:attorneycraiganderson@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Krista Taylor
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Krista Taylor
Aurora, CO 80011

mailto:krista.taylor@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kenneth Bierman
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-surface
disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kenneth Bierman
Tucson, AZ 85705

mailto:kbierman1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Sandra Gerhart
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Sandra Gerhart
Reading, PA 19608

mailto:nobadgers107@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: zoe Schwartz
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
zoe Schwartz
Healdsburg, CA 95448

mailto:zoesigns@me.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: gina truex
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.
I know someone who spent 30 years overseeing the recovery of a toxic dump area in Colorado
. It takes a i lifetime to fix something one can carelessly dump in a day. Think of the
generations to come. DO NOT BE SO SELFISH!

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
gina truex
Arcadia, CA 91006

mailto:ginaetruex@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Jahna Schadt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:34 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Jahna Schadt
Edwardsville, IL 62025

mailto:jschadt@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ann Schaer
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ann Schaer
Waldoboro, ME 04572

mailto:arschaer49@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Anne Greenberg
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Anne Greenberg
Delray Beach, FL 33446

mailto:fredericany@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Claire Corwin Kordosky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Claire Corwin Kordosky
Portland, OR 97219

mailto:kordosky6769@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: g clemson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
g clemson
Las Vegas, NV 89166

mailto:clemzone11@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: David Rodriguez
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:33 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
David Rodriguez
Guaynabo, PR 00966

mailto:zensolo@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Deborah Straker
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Deborah Straker
Lawrence, MA 01843

mailto:deborah.a.straker59@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Ralph Glick
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Ralph Glick
Florence, KY 41042

mailto:ralphglick@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Alicia m Aguinaldo
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Alicia m Aguinaldo
Springfield, NJ 07081

mailto:aliknicks@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: sarah kain
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:32 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
sarah kain
Babylon, NY 11702

mailto:sarahkaindress@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Donna Olsen
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Donna Olsen
Grand Forks, ND 58201

mailto:iammunchkin@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joan Sallee
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joan Sallee
Davis, CA 95616

mailto:jsallee95616@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: obie hunt
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
obie hunt
Bronx, NY 10456

mailto:brightroad2000@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: richard smith
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
richard smith
Melvindale, MI 48122

mailto:richard.smith49@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Susan Detato
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Susan Detato
Brownington, VT 05860

mailto:susandetato@comcast.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Tony McClain
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:31 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Tony McClain
Mason, OH 45040

mailto:tonymcclain1@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Edward Mockford
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Edward Mockford
Normal, IL 61761

mailto:elmockf@ilstu.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Becky Raymond
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Becky Raymond
Port Orford, OR 97465

mailto:braymond64@msn.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joyce Mattoon
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:30 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly OPPOSE the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow
NEAR-SURFACE DISPOSAL of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An EXISTING Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste DETERMINED that it is
“NOT GENERALLY ACCEPTABLE for NEAR SURFACE DISPOSAL!!!” This
PROPOSED rulemaking would UPEND ESTABLISHED PRINCIPLES REGARDING the
SAFETY HANDLING and DISPOSAL of radioactive waste. GTCC waste includes waste
produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take MUCH LONGER to DECAY
and can be DANGEROUS for 1,000 years!!!) and other types of nuclear waste. For this
reason, only DEEP geologic disposal will ENSURE that this WASTE IS NOT A THREAT
TO HUMANITY!! NO BRAINER, RIGHT? Not to THIS ADMINISTRATION!! They're
only concerned with PROFIT!! NRC’s PROPOSAL WOULD RECLASSIFY THAT WASTE
and ALLOWED IT TO BE DISPOSED OF VIA SHALLOW BURIAL!! WHAT ABOUT
PEOPLE AND OUR ENVIRONMENT??? This company will get more business. Wow!!
That's the upside? Humanity gets POISONED!! For decades, or more!! But that's ok???

I am also CONCERNED THAT THIS PROPOSAL is PAVING THE WAY for GTCC waste
to BE DUMPED at the Waste Control Specialists SITE in Andrews County, Texas. A study
by the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality showed that THIS SITE IS NOT IDEAL
for disposal of radioactive waste BECAUSE OF RISK OF WATER CONTAMINATION!!
You know WATER? The most vital element for our SURVIVAL???This RULE CHANGE
SEEMS DESIGNED TO ALLOW INADEQUATE DISPOSAL of this WASTE through
SHALLOW BURIAL!! 

Furthermore, the RISK of TRANSPORT of GTCC WASTE ACROSS THE COUNTRY HAS
NOT BEEN ADEQUATELY ACCOUNTED FOR!!! NUMEROUS COMMUNITIES
WOULD BE PUT at RISK AS THIS DANGEROUS WASTE PASSES through them!! Who
pays for this POTENTIAL disaster?? This administration seems more than willing to sacrifice
us for business profits. Not a great America. 

I DEMAND that you NOT PROCEED with this RULEMAKING and to DEVELOP a SAFE
SOLUTION for the HANDLING AND DISPOSAL of Greater-than-Class C waste!! AND
ALL WASTE, PERIOD!!

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joyce Mattoon
Yuba City, CA 95993

mailto:katziam.jm@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: donna ehret
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
donna ehret
Rome, IN 47574

mailto:donna.ehret@live.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Audrey Simpson
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:29 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Audrey Simpson
Lancaster, OH 43130

mailto:lav1lady@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Lisa Stone
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Lisa Stone
Houston, TX 77096

mailto:lestone@aya.yale.edu
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Carla Lord
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Any accidents would blow up Republicans as well as Democrats.

Thank you for your consideration.

Carla Lord

Sincerely,
Carla Lord
New York, NY 10019

mailto:carlalord@aol.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Joe Buhowsky
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:28 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Joe Buhowsky
San Ramon, CA 94582

mailto:jbuhowsky@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Cheryl Kallenbach
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Cheryl Kallenbach
Winchester, ID 83555

mailto:ckallenb@icloud.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: K Castelluccio
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
K Castelluccio
West Chicago, IL 60185

mailto:jcckdc@sbcglobal.net
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Karynn Merkel
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Karynn Merkel
Eureka, CA 95503

mailto:kelyrnn2001@hotmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Thomas Crothers
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:27 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Thomas Crothers
Lexington, KY 40503

mailto:twc2043@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Renee Stockdale-Homick
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Renee Stockdale-Homick
Huntingtown, MD 20639

mailto:mhhomick@yahoo.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov


From: Kathie Daviau
To: RulemakingComments Resource
Subject: [External_Sender] Docket ID No. NRC-2017-0081 - don’t allow unsafe disposal of radioactive waste
Date: Thursday, November 07, 2019 1:20:26 PM

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission rulemaking,

I strongly oppose the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s (NRC) proposal to allow near-
surface disposal of Greater-than-Class-C (GTCC) waste.

An existing Environmental Impact Statement for GTCC waste determined that it is “not
generally acceptable for near surface disposal.” This proposed rulemaking would upend
established principles regarding the safe handling and disposal of radioactive waste. GTCC
waste includes waste produced in nuclear reactors, transuranic wastes (which take much
longer to decay and can be dangerous for 1,000 years) and other types of nuclear waste. For
this reason, only deep geologic disposal will ensure that this waste is not a threat to humanity.
The NRC’s proposal would reclassify that waste and allow it to be disposed of via shallow
burial.

I am also concerned that this proposal is paving the way for GTCC waste to be dumped at the
Waste Control Specialists site in Andrews County, Texas. A study by the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality showed that this site is not ideal for disposal of radioactive waste
because of risk of water contamination. This rule change seems designed to allow inadequate
disposal of this waste through shallow burial. 

Furthermore, the risk of transport of GTCC waste across the country has not been adequately
accounted for. Numerous communities would be put at risk as this dangerous waste passes
through them.

I urge you not to proceed with this rulemaking and to develop a safe solution for the handling
and disposal of Greater-than-Class C waste.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,
Kathie Daviau
Billings, MT 59102

mailto:daviauk@gmail.com
mailto:RulemakingComments.Resource@nrc.gov

